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Interview with Gerhard Fabisch, Franz Kerber and Georg Bucher

In 2007, Steiermärkische Sparkasse generated consolidated profits of
EUR 110 million, a rise of just under 30% on the previous year. In your
opinion, what was the key to this success?
The sharp increase in profits was mainly due to three factors. First, we
have made major improvements to our cost structure. Our aim is to
optimise work processes and make them more efficient, and we have
succeeded in doing so in almost every area. Secondly, we were able to
reverse the long-term trend of falling interest rate spreads, and have
managed to keep them in line with 2006 levels. Volumes have increased, so that constant spreads have brought a marked improvement in
interest income. Finally, 2007 was an excellent year for our Croatian
banking subsidiary, in which we hold a 41% stake. All these successes
are also based on the trust of our customers and the motivation of our
employees, for which we are very grateful.
In private customer business, 2007 was dubbed the “the year of the
security”. Which special activities did Steiermärkische Sparkasse launch,
and what were the outcomes?
We saw an 11% increase in commissions from securities business,
which was very satisfactory, and revenue-based commissions in particular jumped by more than 25%. So the rise in income from securities
is attributable to the large number of transactions and our intensified
activities in what we termed “the year of the security”. Market volatility
also had a positive impact on turnover rates, especially in the second
half of the year. The focus of our activities was on investment funds
business. The year 2007 proved yet again that, with a widely diversified portfolio, risk can be substantially reduced and excellent returns
generated despite market turbulence. Our own TOP funds recorded
above-average performance, and this was reflected in improved returns
on customer portfolios. The conclusion of over 10,000 new capital
savings plans was particularly pleasing, and last year we also organised the largest customer event ever to take place in the Sparkassen
Group, when we welcomed over 4,000 guests to our stock exchange
evening at the Stadthalle Graz.
What were the personal advisory and other service innovations introduced
in 2007, and how do you intend to stay ahead of the competition in future?
The aim of our customer service officers is to take an active approach
to providing their customers with information and service. Advisers
hold annual discussions with their customers to work out what they
need at that particular stage in their life. But that wouldn’t be of
much use without our wide range of products and services for wealth

accumulation, custom tailored loans, etc., to build on. And as for other
services, following the introduction of our 24-hour service in mid-2007,
our customers can now reach us around the clock and take care of
their banking business regardless of location, time, or branch opening
hours.
The strong economy in recent years has given a boost to private consumption and to Austrian business as well. How has Steiermärkische
Sparkasse capitalised on this in its commercial customer business?
Steiermärkische Sparkasse has chalked up a rise in domestic commercial lending of about 2.4%, or 3% if exchange rates are taken into
account. The positive aspect is that in contrast to 2006, many companies were able to use net cash inflows to finance investment and
realised exchange gains by converting their existing foreign currency
loans into euros. The real estate, housing construction and project
businesses continue to be a focus for Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s
core competences, and we also enjoyed great success in equipment
leasing, with growth of 29%.
The new capital requirements under Basel II came into force in Austria
at the start of 2007. How was the transition to Basel II at Steiermärkische Sparkasse, and what will the impact of the new regulations be
for customers?
Steiermärkische Sparkasse was very well prepared for the changeover to Basel II and the project was completed successfully during
2007. The key point about Basel II is that it is first and foremost a
set of regulations for banks. Customers will only be affected indirectly, because under Basel II internal ratings of loan applicants play an
important role. But credit appraisals and ratings had been around for
a long time before Basel II was introduced, and loan applicants have
always been required to provide relevant information. The only difference now is that the credit appraisal follows standardised rules. But
from the point of view of customer relationships, it is also important
that formal Basel II requirements do not result in driving out personal
experience and communications in the lending business. An active
dialogue between the bank and the customer is more important than
ever under Basel II.
What potential do you see in South Eastern Europe for Steiermärkische
Sparkasse and for Austrian businesses in general?
Growth in South Eastern Europe is still far higher than in the longer
established EU countries, and, once the credit crunch spreading out
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Steiermärkischen Sparkasse
Management Bodies
from the USA has eased, we expect the situation to remain basically
unchanged. Also, most of the countries of former Yugoslavia, which we
see as our extended home market, still have a lot of ground to make
up, because of the political upheavals and the embargoes imposed
on the region not all that long ago. Our estimate is that this aboveaverage growth rate will persist for another 10 to 15 years. And just
like a large and still increasing number of Austrian companies, whose
success in recent years can also be attributed to their involvement in
Central, Eastern and South Eastern Europe, we shall continue to play a
part in the region’s dynamic growth.
Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s presence in South Eastern Europe now
consists of four banks and five leasing companies. As one of the key
players in the region, what are its plans for the future?
This year our aim is to conclude the transformation process in our
Bosnian subsidiary ABS Banka d.d., and to encourage continuing
growth at our new leasing subsidiary in Sarajevo, s Leasing d.o.o.,
which was established last year. In 2007 we acquired a 41% stake in
Diners Club Adriatic d.d., the leader in the Croatian credit card market,
and we shall be helping the company to take advantage of synergies
with our Erste & Steiermärkische Bank d.d., so that it can continue to
expand its already large market share.
Without doubt, the key to Steiermärkische Sparkasse Group’s success
is its more than 5,000 employees. What motivation do you provide for
them?
Some years ago we set out a clear strategy which was formulated
jointly with our staff and communicated to all employees in our mission statement and employee charter. We have reviewed the strategy
as we went along, and stuck to it, and it has resulted in enormous
improvements in the Group’s results. A successful business is always
a major source of motivation, and this is reinforced by a performancerelated pay system, in-house health management services and a host
of measures to ensure an ideal work-life balance. The succession
of prizes and awards we have received also inspire and motivate, as
does the fact that we remain true to our founders’ ideals of social responsibility. Our commitment to society, the arts, culture and science
is something which sets us apart from the competition.

For Austria’s Sparkassen, 2007 was a very important year – in the autumn, the competition authorities gave the go-ahead for the much talked
about new version of the cross-guarantee scheme. What will this mean
for the Sparkassen Group?

MANAGEMENT BOARD

STATE COMMISSIONERS

Gerhard FABISCH
Chairman

Ingrid KOINER

The approval of the competition authorities means that the Sparkassen have a legal basis for much closer cooperation. This translates
into improved performance in the regional Sparkassen, with greater
competition and more variety, and better quality offerings for customers locally. Mutual liability and the related guarantees for customer
deposits over and above the statutory minimum represent a forwardlooking model for decentralised banking groups. Steiermärkische
Sparkasse intends to play an active part in the Sparkassen Group’s
production and clearing network, but also to use its closeness to the
market to ensure that customers receive quick decisions which are
tailored to their needs.

Franz KERBER

Manfred LIND

You have set some ambitious targets for 2008. Where will the focus lie
in the coming year, and what specifically is planned?
2008 will again be another “year of the security” because we still
see attractive market opportunities, particularly in retirement savings.
We have raised our targets here, and especially in the first half of the
year we are organising a series of special events to advise customers
about the potential benefits of investing in securities. The focus will
also be on traditional lending to private and commercial customers.
We have the expertise in this field, and want to use it to help expand
our market share. We also intend to continue our successful expansion in South Eastern Europe in 2008, and our aim is to become one of
the region’s leading retail banks.

Georg BUCHER

Supervisory Board
Michael MAYER-RIECKH
Chairman (until 25. 4. 2007)
Werner TESSMAR-PFOHL
Chairman
(since 25. 4. 2007,
until 25. 4. 2007 Member)
Peter SCHACHNER-BLAZIZEK
First Deputy Chairman

Report of the Supervisory Board
Dieter MANDL
Reinhard ORTNER
(since 25. 4. 2007)

The Supervisory Board has fulfilled its responsibilities, as set out in the
relevant statutory provisions. It has received regular reports from the
Management Board on the state and progress of the affairs of Steiermärkische Bank und Sparkassen Aktiengesellschaft, and on significant
business transactions.

Alois SUNDL
Andreas TREICHL
(until 25. 4. 2007)

The accounts and records, the annual financial statements and the operating review, together with the consolidated financial statements and
consolidated operating review for 2007 have been audited by the Austrian Savings Banks Audit Association and given an unqualified report.

Georg WINCKLER
Gunter GRISS
Second Deputy Chairman
Josef BINDER
(until 25. 4. 2007)
Elisabeth Bleyleben-KOREN
(since 25. 4. 2007)
REGINA FRIEDRICH
(since 25. 4. 2007)
Guido HELD
Franz HOCHSTRASSER
(until 25. 4. 2007)

Delegated by
the Works Council:
Frederick ROBERTSON
Betriebsratsvorsitzender
Rudolf WALLIS
Deputy Chairman
of the Works Council

The Supervisory Board thanks the Management Board and the staff for
their successful work in 2007.

Michael FISCHER
Deputy Chairman
of the Works Council

Graz, 28 March 2008

Karlheinz BAUER
Matthias KONRAD
Gerald JAKUM
Alexander LEEB
(since 25. 4. 2007)

The Supervisory Board endorses the findings of these audits and
accepts the Management Board‘s proposed distribution of profits. The
Supervisory Board has approved the annual financial statements, which
are thereby adopted in accordance with section 125(2) of the Austrian
Companies Act (AktG). The Supervisory Board has examined and taken
notice of the consolidated financial statements and consolidated operating review.

Volker WETSCHNIG

The Supervisory Board
Werner TESSMAR-PFOHL
Chairman
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Highlights of 2007
February

1st place in the Branch Awards: Ragnitz

Winner Customer Service Award
Christian Masser wins despite
stiff competition

April

New branch on the main square in Trofaiach
Previous locations brought together

June

Support for the tag.werk project
Giving children and young adults a better start
Traineeship drive enters the third round
Eight new trainees start their traineeships

›

2nd place in the Recommender Award
Recommendations mean customer satisfaction

September

Stock Exchange evening a complete success
4,000 customers learn about new
environmentally friendly and sustainable
forms of investment

Our 2007 Awards
Österreichischer Dachfonds-Award
Multiple awards: rankings 1–3
Rating agency Morningstar
Top rankings for TOP-Fonds
Recommender 2007
Second place for number of customer recommendations
Taten statt Worte: most women-friendly and family-friendly organisation in Styria
First place
Austrian federal competition: women-friendly and family-friendly organisations
First place in large organisations category
Audit Familie & Beruf (work & family audit)
Certificate
easy entrance (acessibility)
Audit certification
Austrian Quality Seal for Health in the Workplace
WINBAU award: public buildings category
Exemplary top-quality rehabilitation of Group Headquarters on Sparkassenplatz, Graz
Bruck an der Mur municipal business prize
Bruck an der Mur model business

August

›

January

Leibnitz branch in fresh splendour
Modern service area with relaxed atmosphere

Women-friendly and family-friendly organisations:
First place in large organisations category

Introduction of 24h service
Always available for our customers

check in! SÜDOSTEUROPA Event
Nobel prize winner Joseph E. Stiglitz
guest speaker

Leasing boom in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Formation of s Leasing d.o.o. Sarajevo

July

September

The „Sparefroh“ is always on season
Full steam ahead on World Savings Day

October

Increasing of equity in ABS Banka d.d. in
Bosnia and Herzegovina to 63%

December

12
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Corporate Social Responsibility:
Effective commitment

The Sparkassen idea
A history of responsibility
Steiermärkische Sparkasse can look back on a unique history. Founded in 1825 by a group of visionary and conscientious individuals
known as the “association of philanthropists”, Steiermärkische is
now one of the leading financial services providers in South Eastern
Europe, with around 1.7 million customers. However, it is not so much
its repeated good results which sets the Bank apart, rather the fact
that it has remained a Sparkasse despite its successes.
The word “Sparkasse” stands for a successful business concept based on the explicitly charitable and mutual principle of its founders –
a role which involves promoting the welfare and security of the largest
possible number of people. In recent years, the phrase „corporate social responsibility“ has been frequently aired, but for Steiermärkische
Sparkasse the idea is of fundamental importance and permeates
the Group’s entire fabric, because it is is written into the Company’s
founding statutes.
This sense of responsibility is not a recent invention; it has evolved over the years, in line with the growth of what is today a highly
successful financial services provider. To this day, Steiermärkische
Sparkasse’s business activities not only aim to create material wealth
but also to support social values and the common good. This is what
distinguishes us from other financial institutions: as a Sparkasse, we
are under an obligation to ensure that our own business success also
brings benefits to the economy and society as a whole.

In every relationship, it’s the people that count

Money for the arts

Tennis, running, ice hockey – sport in action

Steiermärkische Sparkasse fulfils its duty to society through a network
of long-term partnerships. The objective of these relationships with
important bodies of civil society is to provide support to the local population, both in their financial affairs and in difficult areas and phases
of their lives.

Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s partnership with local cultural life has
a long tradition. Our financial commitment over many decades has
helped to nurture a lively and creative arts and culture scene in Styria
and to enrich the cultural landscape in the region. Our close ties to our
“home town” Graz, are illustrated by long-term partnerships with, for
instance, three renowned, but very different Styrian cultural institutions:
the Graz Opera, the Landesmuseum Joanneum, and steirischer herbst,
a festival for contemporary arts where in 2007 we were heavily involved
in setting up “The Theatre”, the festival centre.

The undoubted highlight of Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s sports
sponsorship activities is the annual s Tennis Masters. This year’s event
was once again a huge success for the region, with nearly 25,000
spectators, and featuring international stars such as Thomas Muster
and Goran Ivanisevic.

Our partnership with the Hospizverein Steiermark is a good example.
With more than 600 specially trained volunteers, Hospizverein Steiermark sets an example to the rest of Austria: it is a network providing
care and human sympathy to terminally ill patients and their friends
and relatives. Steiermärkische Sparkasse has been assisting Hospizverein financially for many years, while the efforts of our employees
and health coordinators also have a significant impact. Their dedication in acting as a local point of contact represents a major source of
support to the hospice associations.
The Bank has also been closely partnered with the Haus der Barmherzigkeit in Graz for more than 100 years. Founded with our help in
1898 and steeped in tradition, it supports the aged and frail with care
and attention, providing personal safety and physical and domestic
help to a highly professional standard. The latest milestone in the
partnership was our support for a costly renovation project of the
historic premises, which was completed in 2007.

Last year our commitment to the arts was also stepped up by our additional collaboration with Musikverein Steiermark. As the new principal
sponsor, Steiermärkische Sparkasse provides the assurance that this
concert organiser can continue to enjoy its existence untroubled by
financial worries. Musikverein Steiermark was founded in 1815, and in
2007 offered an impressive line-up of events featuring numerous stars
from the world of classical music, including Alfred Brendel.
Steiermärkische Sparkasse also took the decision in 2007 to support
authors in their writing activities, and the newly instituted literature
prize should give young writers the chance to publish serious literary
works. The first winners of the prize were two 30-year-old Styrians,
Georg Petz and Marcus Poettler.

For the first time this top tournament took place on the former brewery
site in Graz-Reininghaus, which is still undeveloped. The property
owner and main sponsor, Asset One, succeeded in creating a perfectly
landscaped setting for the sporting and social event. Steiermärkische
Sparkasse considers Graz-Reininghaus a key investment project for
the City of Graz and the surrounding area. The redevelopment of the
new district, for which Sparkasse is a financing partner, will embody the
latest thinking on quality in everyday life and work, and bring a touch of
elegance and international flair to the city.
With its sports sponsorship, Steiermärkische Sparkasse aims to
encourage as many people as possible to become actively involved
in sporting activities themselves. Examples are our partnership with
the Styrian Football Association, or the Erste Bank Sparkasse running
initiative, which has provided support for major running events for
many years. Ice hockey will also continue to be part of our sponsorship
portfolio, following the extension in 2007 of our partnership with the
Graz99ers for another season.
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Company profile
General

International expansion: EUR 220 m invested

A responsible and much-decorated employer

Steiermärkische Sparkasse is a financial institution with proud traditions: since its foundation 183 years ago it has grown into a strong
economic player based in Southern Austria and its extended home
market of South Eastern Europe. With consolidated profit for the year
of EUR 110m, financial 2007 was once again a highly successful year.
Total assets have grown to EUR 12.2 bn, reflecting Steiermärkische’s
position as the region’s largest financial services group and an expert
and attractive partner for its private and commercial customers.

Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s operations in South Eastern Europe are
now conducted through four banks and five leasing companies. The expansion of the home market to cover Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia,
Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia was an appropriate and important
strategic step in the Group’s ongoing expansion process.

Responsibility and management for the long term begin at home as
far as Steiermärkische Sparkasse is concerned – with the employees
and their families. Our in-house health management program, which
more than 50% of the staff made use of in 2007, is evidence of the
company’s conscientious treatment of its own employees. As the demands of the workplace everywhere in business life continue to rise,
there is a corresponding increase in the need for employee programs
to compensate. Staff at Steiermärkische Sparkasse are invited to participate in seminars, counselling, sports activities and presentations
on such topics as health, wellbeing and the work-life balance. These
programs are managed by professional sports trainers, therapists,
coaches and doctors.

2007 – a year of change
In addition to its financial successes, 2007 was also a year of numerous changes and new initiatives at Steiermärkische Sparkasse.
An important new service was added to the existing product portfolio
of wealth accumulation products and tailored financing for customers:
The introduction of the 24-hour service in mid-2007 means that customers are now able to contact the Bank around the clock. The approval
by the competition authorities of the new cross-guarantee scheme
involving Erste Bank and the majority of the Austrian Sparkassen in
2007 was an added source of impetus. The collective agreement will
also translate into improved performance by the regional Sparkassen, in the form of joint product development systems and a uniform
market image. This shared market identity will be accompanied by a
uniform risk management policy, coordinated liquidity management
and common controlling standards.

Growth as a measure of Group success
As of 31 December 2007, Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s Styrian
customer base had grown to 440,000. The focus on international
activities made possible considerably faster growth in the extended
home market of South Eastern Europe than in 2006, and the addition
of more than 200,000 new customers brought the total in the region
to over 1.2 million. Steiermärkische Sparkasse was once again able
to exploit the synergies and its strategic focus on its three business
areas – private customers, commercial customers and international
business – to achieve further growth. At the end of 2007 the Group
had around 5,150 employees in 420 branches and regional competence centres. This underlines the Bank’s position as one of the
region’s major employers, while the blanket coverage offered by its
network is a guarantee of best possible customer service.

With the slogan „economic regions today are more important than
national borders“ Steiermärkische Sparkasse in 2007 pumped EUR
220m into these markets in the form of investments and capital
increases. The 41% interest in Diners Club Adriatic d.d. (DCA) is of
major significance, given that DCA with its market share of 28% and
more than 200,000 active customers is one of the largest credit card
companies in Croatia. For Steiermärkische Sparkasse, this acquisition
means a further important step in the penetration of the markets in
South Eastern Europe.
South Eastern Europe is a region of enormous importance to Steiermärkische Sparkasse and for the Austrian economy as a whole. The
direct investment of some EUR 8 bn in the countries of former Yugoslavia in 2007 makes this clear. In the same year Styria‘s exports to
these markets amounted to EUR 760m, with the potential estimated
to be as high as EUR 2.5 bn. The forecast is for above-average growth
during the next 10 to 15 years. This is the basis of Steiermärkische‘s
strategy of increasing the level of its involvement in South Eastern
Europe still further. The potential customers are 600,000 SMEs and
20 million people. International business now accounts for 37% of the
Group‘s overall results.

Gaining further ground in Styria
Following the renovation of our Graz headquarters in 2006, the past
year saw intensive investment in modernisation of the branch network
and enhancing security. In 2007 EUR 500,000 was spent on security
management at our branches and regional centres alone, to the
benefit of both customers and employees. As an additional service,
new brochures are now available which provide information on the safe
handling of bank cards and cash. In addition to security, investments
also focused on modernisation of the Steiermärkische Sparkasse
image, as illustrated by the splendid new Weiz and Leibnitz branches.
The emphasis in the renovation projects was on the design of modern
service areas with a high degree of functionality and a pleasant atmosphere.

Employees’ motivation and commitment are the pillars on which the
success of Steiermärkische Sparkasse is built, so continuing training
and education are essential. In 2007, around 6,500 employees participated in over 700 training events. The Austrian Sparkassen Academy
is a key partner in these activities, and the focus is principally on training the managers of the future, with development activities including
a development path for high potentials and the “s Success – successful leadership” course.
Successful participation in various projects and competitions also
highlights Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s function as a role model. This
serves not only as encouragement for the staff, but also as additional
evidence of Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s exceptional performance in
2007. Particularly worthy of mention in this context are the award for
Styria and Austria’s most women-friendly and family-friendly employer,
certificates from the “Familie&Beruf” and “easy entrance: Barrierefreiheit in Unternehmen” (removing barriers in the workplace) program,
and the Austria quality seal for Health in the Workplace.

The year of the security
The year 2007 was in many respects an exciting one for securities,
and numerous events were held to make interested customers aware
of the opportunities (and the risks) attached to investments other than
the traditional savings book. This strong focus on securities in sales
activities will be carried on into 2008.

Securities also provide Steiermärkische Sparkasse customers with an
opportunity to invest in a sustainable and environmentally friendly way.
The ESPA WWF STOCK Umwelt fund, which was set up in cooperation
with WWF and includes multinationals with an environmental focus,
makes it possible for interested customers to invest in green issues
and projects. Steiermärkische Sparkasse also offers special investment funds which concentrate on leading-edge infrastructure projects.

Risk management – a key success factor
In order to provide comprehensive risk management at Steiermärkische Sparkasse, there are also risk controlling and management
systems in place for non-market activities. At each level of the risk
management process, measurement and monitoring functions are
independent of the particular market function being controlled. The
approach to risk management is holistic, and includes both strategic
and operational activities. Integrated and comprehensive risk management is thus a continuing process embedded throughout the organisation. Based on an appropriate risk culture and on a risk management
strategy predefined in writing, a distinction is made between operational and strategic responsibility for risk management, depending on
whether risk is being managed at the individual business level or at
the Group level.
Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s risk profile is highly risk aware and tightly
coupled to the Bank’s risk capacity. In line with its business strategy,
attention is concentrated on credit risk. The risk coverage potential
of the Sparkasse is around 128% of total risk assumed, which shows
the effects of the consistently conservative risk policy that has been
pursued over the years.

www.steiermaerkische.at: top-level service and security
Expansion of the Steiermärkische website with the addition of net banking, securities services, spark7 and wohnquadrat resulted in record
figures for number and length of visits to the site. Our information and
communication offering was also complemented by the introduction
last year of the Newsletter-Kommerz for commercial customers. The
core of online banking business is net banking, which gives customers
flexibility as to timing and increased mobility. The introduction of the
SMS transaction code (TAC-SMS) is now established as an effective
counter against phishing attacks on the internet, as it removes the
risk of the misuse of transaction numbers (TANs).
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Business development
Operating profit

Profit for the year

EUR m

EUR m
181

180 Mio EUR

Economic climate and operating activities
Conditions for business last year were excellent – 2007 was a year
of healthy economic development worldwide. According to provisional
figures from the Austrian Institute of Economic Research (WIFO), growth
in Austria was 3.4% in real terms, largely driven by a boom in exports.
Manufacturing and exports of goods rose by 7–8 % in real terms. Domestic demand was also stronger compared with the long-term average,
increasing by 2.5%. Average unemployment in 2007 stood at 4.3% (Eurostat), or 6.2% of the non-self-employed workforce according to Public
Employment Service Austria (AMS). Average annual inflation was 2.2%
but jumped significantly towards the end of the year, reaching 3.6% in
December. In the first half of 2007, the European Central Bank (ECB)
raised its refinancing rate in two steps from 3.5% to 4%, and has left it
unchanged since then. Business insolvencies dropped by 6.1%, while
insolvency liabilities fell 7.7% to EUR 2.4 bn. In contrast, there was a
14.8% jump in personal bankruptcies, with bankruptcy liabilities rising
by more than a quarter, to somewhat more than EUR 1 bn.

120

Healthy growth is a top priority at Steiermärkische Sparkasse. This is
reflected in the further build-up of capital reserves, which stood at EUR
924m at 31 December 2007, 10.2% higher than a year earlier. The
Group’s capital adequacy ratio also improved, to 14.7%.
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Balance sheet growth

Cost/income-ratio (CIR)

Return on investment (ROE)
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In 2007 Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s private customer business was
characterised in particular by successful sales of savings products
and securities, an increase in new customer acquisitions and the
introduction of a 24-hour service. Commercial customer business also
performed well last year, particularly domestic commercial lending and
equipment leasing, which grew particularly fast. The successes of 2007
were also in large part due to activities in South Eastern Europe, with
outstanding progress made in Croatia and Bosnia-Herzergovina. As a
result, Steiermärkische Sparkasse is once again able to report improvements in all key financial indicators, with satisfactory balance sheet and
earnings growth. This in turn is an impressive illustration of our position
as one of the leading financial institutions in Austria.

Balance sheet growth
In 2007, total assets rose by EUR 683m to over EUR 12.2 bn, a yearon-year increase of 5.9%. On the assets side, lending was up by 4.2%
to EUR 9.1 bn, while on the liabilities side, customer deposits grew by
4.7% to EUR 7.3 bn, of which around EUR 5.2 bn represented savings
deposits, with the remainder accounted for by other liabilities.
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Earnings

Outlook

Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s earnings were equally satisfactory. Thanks
to high earnings and cost savings, pre-tax profits came to EUR 136m,
up 38.9%. The consolidated profit for the year rose by 29.7% to
EUR 110m. The increase is somewhat smaller than that of pre-tax profits because of taxes on income, which were more than twice as high as
in 2006 due to a sizeable decrease in tax-exempt earnings.

For 2008 Steiermärkische Sparkasse is planning a further collection of
measures designed to promote the continuing progress of the Group.
In order to achieve these highly ambitious goals, high levels of sales
of a broad range of products and top-quality services will be required,
both in Austria and in the extended home market of South Eastern
Europe. For this reason, a further expansion of the customer base must
be the top priority. Although the overall economic situation will not be
as advantageous as in 2007 as a result of the current problems in the
financial sector, which began with several major US mortgage lenders,
the prospects for 2008 continue to be good, thanks mainly to increased
awareness among private customers of the need for adequate pension
savings.

This continuing growth is the satisfying outcome of a constant process
of improvement. Stringent cost controls, initiatives aimed at increasing
efficiency and careful risk management all play a part in the long-term
success of the Group. This is also reflected in a cost/income ratio of
53.4% for 2007, compared with 58.7% last year. Return on equity (ROE)
also improved in 2007, up from 15.0% in 2006 to 17.4%.

Following the success of “the year of the security” in 2007, the motto is
also to be retained for 2008. Steiermärkische Sparkasse sees excellent
market opportunities in retirement savings, and in the first half of 2008
a number of special events will be held to make customers aware of
the benefits offered by securities. Traditional personal and commercial lending is another key activity which will continue to be promoted.
Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s many years of expertise, and above all the
comprehensive product portfolio which distinguishes it in this sector,
will be used to increase market share in Austria and the extended home
market of South Eastern Europe.

2004

2005

2006

2007

Following the strategic expansion in South Eastern Europe last year,
Steiermärkische Sparkasse will continue to place a strong emphasis on
international business activities in 2008. After successful completion
of the transformation process in its Bosnian subsidiary ABS Banka d.d.,
Steiermärkische Sparkasse will push ahead with measures to encourage growth at Leasing d.o.o. in Sarajevo, which was established last year.
The synergies resulting from our recent acquisition of a 41% stake in
Diners Club Adriatic d.d. in Croatia will also help to consolidate our position in that market. The object of all these measures is to strengthen
Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s position as one of the leading retail banks
in its extended home market.
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Commercial customers

Another record year for savings books

Customer acquisition on the rise

Above-average growth in commercial business

Strong position in leasing

At the end of 2007 Steiermärkische Sparkasse customers had EUR
250m more deposited on their savings books than a year earlier. This
is a 6.6% increase, and was mainly due to the generally high level of
interest rates and the attractive savings products offered in 2007. The
Steiermärkische Sparkasse Profit account was particularly in demand:
it is available to net bankers and pays interest of over 4%. Kapital Sparen Select, a product combining capital savings and investment funds,
also contributed to the excellent performance of the savings business.

Steiermärkischen Sparkasse’s customer base grew by 24,000 in
2007. Word-of-mouth advertising by satisfied customers played a key
role, with many new customers moving to Steiermärkische Sparkasse
on the basis of personal recommendations by existing customers. The
Bank made greater efforts in 2007 to attract young people and students as new customers, including making presentations at universities at the start of the academic year in autumn to convince students
of our competence as their potential financial partner. The 7,500
young customers, including over 1,000 students, represent around
one-third of new customer acquisitions in this important target group.

Small and medium-sized businesses in Austria enjoyed excellent conditions for growth in 2007, and the positive economic climate meant
that many companies generated net cash inflows which they were able
to use to finance capital investments.

Exchange gains in foreign currency lending

Leasing is now increasingly popular as an alternative form of financing
for small and medium-sized enterprises as well. Steiermärkische Sparkasse recognised this trend in time and has created a strong market
position for itself and its subsidiary Immorent Süd in Austria and the
extended home market over the last few years. Steiermärkische Sparkasse improved its already strong position in equipment and vehicle
leasing in the past year, with growth of over 29% in volumes and 12%
in the number of leasing agreements concluded.

Retirement savings awareness boosts performance
Insurance business at Steiermärkische Sparkasse also proved highly
successful, with more than 24,000 insurance products and a total
volume of EUR 337m. About 90% of all Austrians are aware that they
need to make private provisions for their old age and that they cannot
rely on the state pension alone. The sale of 8,300 private pension
plans also confirms the quality of our retirement savings advisory
services.

Home loan savings still popular
Home loan savings continue to be very popular among Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s customers. Our customer advisers recorded their
best ever performance in this segment, with around 31,000 home
loan savings agreements concluded. This form of savings is still one
of the favourites with Austrians in general.

Housing construction loans dominate retail lending
Steiermärkische Sparkasse lends to over 10,000 retail customers
each year and is particularly strong in housing construction financing.
As a result of the increase in interest rates in 2007, demand for home
loans, which have an interest rate ceiling of 6%, was higher. Financing
of EUR 66m was provided in 2007, an increase of some 10%. Many
borrowers of Swiss francs took the opportunity to convert their existing
loans into euros, realising their exchange gains. There is consequently
a sizeable decrease in foreign currency loans as a proportion of total
lending. Steiermärkische Sparkasse also duplicated its good performance of 2006 in vehicle lease financing.

New products and services for account holders
Products tailored to specific target groups are enjoying rising popularity. The student package including the exclusive BankCard
Student ID – a cash card and international student ID which can be
used around the world – brings together all the main services which
student account holders require. The rising demand for credit cards
also continued unbroken. In comparison with other countries, there is
still potential for growth in Austria – only one-fifth of Steiermärkische
Sparkasse customers have a credit card. The increase in cashless
payments continued unabated. Net banking gives the customers
round-the-clock access to their accounts via the internet. Nearly half of
Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s customers have netbanking access, and
about half of those make use of the service regularly.
Customer convenience was also improved in mid-2007 with the introduction of our 24-hour service. A wide range of transactions can now
be carried out over the telephone, regardless of place, time or bank
opening hours.

The year of the security
Even in these turbulent times on the capital markets, Steiermärkischen Sparkasse’s 50,000 depository customers can contemplate
the future with peace of mind, thanks to the broad spread of investments in their portfolios and the 30,000 or so capital savings plans,
which offer the chance of capital gains in every market situation. The
s Private Banking department was set up a few years ago to cater
for customers with a minimum of about EUR 500,000 to invest.
Private customers, companies, freelancers and professionals, private
foundations, public-sector corporations and charities can choose from
a broad spread of high-yield investments and have their investment
plans tailored to meet their individual investment goals.

Against this backdrop, our commercial business also performed well,
with international and domestic commercial loans increasing by a
satisfying 5.3%. Steiermärkische Sparkasse continued to be popular
with Austrian commercial customers last year, and lending grew by
2.4%, or EUR 100m. However, foreign currency lending to commercial
customers fell 27% year-on-year, as many commercial borrowers took
the opportunity to convert their existing loans into euros and lock in
the exchange gains. Foreign currency lending as a proportion of total
domestic commercial loans fell from 17% to 12%. By far the most popular foreign currency continues to be the Swiss franc, which accounts
for around 95% of the foreign currency loans portfolio.

Selective growth from investment and other loans
Long-term loans, and investment loans in particular, contributed
around 70% of the selective growth. This is an impressive reflection
of Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s high level of expertise in project,
residential and real estate financing. Steiermärkische Sparkasse also
consolidated its reputation as the leading partner in start-up, business
succession and acquisition financing.
Performance in total lending outside Austria was also satisfactory in
2007, rising by EUR 240m on the back of successful activities in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia.

Tailored solutions for exporters
Austrian export trade in general and Styrian exports in particular enjoyed dynamic growth in 2007. Booming markets such as South Eastern
Europe and East Asia represent an ongoing challenge for Styrian
exporters, but Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s experienced foreign trade
advisers are on hand to formulate and implement complex solutions
tailored to individual needs. Our customers are also supported by
experts in foreign exchange transactions and payments, allowing them
to exploit opportunities on international markets and identify and avoid
potential risks.
Through its banking and leasing subsidiaries in the extended home
market, Steiermärkische Sparkasse is also well placed to provide
the sort of quality products required for successful development of
particular local markets. In 2007, at a range of well-attended customer
events, for instance in cooperation with the Styrian Economic Chamber
and the Internationalisation Centre Styria (ICS), many companies had
the chance to consult Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s foreign markets
experts to obtain information and have their questions answered.
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International activities
South Eastern Europe - our extended home market
In recent years, Steiermärkische Sparkasse has continued to expand the scope of its operations in South Eastern Europe and has
strengthened its position in those markets: In 2007, Steiermärkische
Sparkasse pumped EUR 220m into these markets in the form of
investments and capital increases. A capital commitment of EUR
1,450m in the new markets is further proof of the strong engagement
of the Sparkasse in South Eastern Europe. In addition to offering excellent growth and profit potential for Steiermärkische Sparkasse, the
region also provides Styrian small and medium-sized businesses with
attractive opportunities for direct investment.
Lending volumes and revenues in these dynamic markets have both
seen above-average growth. International business now accounts for
37% of the Group‘s overall results, and the strategic growth in this
segment is in line with trends in the Austrian economy. A significant
decline in growth rates in the countries of South Eastern Europe is not
to be expected, although real estate markets in the region appear to
have peaked. Following Slovenia’s accession to the European Union,
the entry of the other countries of former Yugoslavia is essentially only
a matter of time.

Slovenia:
completion of investment in Banka Sparkasse d.d.
In 2007 Steiermärkische Sparkasse, in partnership with Erste Bank
AG, acquired a 26% stake in Banka Sparkasse d.d. Ljubljana, which is
70% owned by Kärntner Sparkasse. Steiermärkische Sparkasse has
expanded its presence in its extended home market and is now in a
position to provide high-quality financial services in Slovenia. As of the
end of 2007, Banka Sparkasse d.d. had total assets of EUR 890m,
servicing over 45,000 customers in its eight branches. At balance
sheet date the Slovenian leasing subsidiary s Leasing d.o.o. was managing some 4,000 active agreements with a present value of around
EUR 100m.

Croatia: new investment in Diners Club Adriatic d.d.
An additional surge in growth is expected in Croatia thanks to the
start of accession negotiations with the European Union. Against this
backdrop, Steiermärkische Sparkasse scored an important success
in 2007 with the acquisition of a 41% stake in Diners Club Adriatic
d.d. (DCA). DCA was founded in 1969 and was Croatia’s first credit card company. With a market share of 28% and about 280,000
active cards, it is one of the country’s largest credit card companies,
alongside the market leaders American Express and Mastercard.
The Bank’s percentage interest in DCA matches its interest in Erste
& Steiermärkische Bank d.d., which has 114 branches and over
680,000 customers across Croatia, and is also the country’s largest

Austrian bank, with assets of around EUR 5.5 bn. s Leasing d.o.o.
was managing some 15,000 active agreements with a present value
of about EUR 218m at year end, making it the second-largest leasing
company in Croatia.

Bosnia and Herzegovina: new leasing company set up
In 2007 the Bank’s stake in ABS Banka d.d. Sarajevo was increased
to 63%. ABS Banka’s total assets at the end of 2007 amounted to
around EUR 173m. and its 326 employees serviced about 93,400
customers in 44 branches. With Steiermärkische Sparkasse as a strategic partner, the bank’s aim to become one of the top five in Bosnia
should become reality in the near future. In response to the booming
leasing business throughout the region, Steiermärkische also set up s
Leasing d.o.o. in Sarajevo, which began operations on 1 August 2007.

Serbia: investment in Erste Bank a.d. Novi Sad
In 2007, Steiermärkische Sparkasse completed its acquisition of a
26% stake in Erste Bank a.d. Novi Sad. The bank has 61 branches
and its 960 employees serve around 190,000 customers. Total
assets at the end of 2007 amounted to EUR 470m. s Leasing d.o.o.
in Serbia manages in the region of 7,300 active agreements with a
present value about EUR 108m, making it one of the leading leasing
companies in Serbia.

Positive development in Montenegro
After a successful start to operations in 2006, s Leasing d.o.o. continued its expansion in 2007, with 500 agreements with a present value of EUR 15m under management at the end of the year. s Leasing
d.o.o. is one of the country’s top four equipment leasing companies.

Our customers
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Private customers

Building on
confidence
For ten years, Elisabeth Prem and her husband
have been working on the realization of their
dream home. A dream that now, with a lot of
personal contribution as well as with valuable
help from Steiermärkische Sparkasse , has finally
come true.

“With the Steiermärkische Sparkasse we can rely anytime on our advisor
Mr. Kainz at the Hitzendorf branch to be available for us whenever
we want, be it on the telephone or by personal appointment. Now we
finally have the feeling to be in good hands both on a professional and
personal note.”

PRIVATE CUSTOMER, Hitzendorf / Styria
ELISABETH PREM, Employee
“For the shell construction of the house we had assigned a building
contractor, everything else we have completed almost entirely on our
own – which also, for nine years, answered the question where we
should spend our vacation in a very simple way: with the construction
of our house.” The efforts and the sacrifices the couple have made
proved to be worthwhile however: today, Mrs. Elisabeth Prem and her
husband can enjoy a high-quality floorspace of about 150m2 on two
levels, which they designed entirely according to their own personal
wishes. “After our marriage were we searching for a freehold flat
initially – but since I grew up in a house with a garden, the idea of
owninhg a house of our own seemed quite obvious to me.”
The housebuilding experience however went not without some negative
experiences as well, as Elizabeth Prem remembers: “Today I am sorry
to say that, as we started with the project and were searching for a
suitable financing partner, we definitley picked the wrong bank back
then. Over the years we became dissatisfied with our bank support
to such an extent that we started to look around for a new financing
partner. When finally the Steiermärkische Sparkasse opened its new
branch in Hitzendorf, we made an appointment in the beginning of
2007, and already realized upon our first meeting that the consulting
services and support went on a much friendlier and more competent
basis than we’ve been used to. In comparison, we had almost felt like
petitioners during all those years with our former bank.”
“I am really happy all around to have moved my entire financial
matters to the Steiermärkische Sparkasse. What our former bank
could not do for us in two decades, the Steiermärkische Sparkasse
has done in only a few months – that is an undenniable fact.”

Now with the Steiermärkische Sparkasse, Elizabeth Prem says, “We
really feel like we have finally found a genuine partner: someone who
we can talk to on a personal basis about all the things that really

matter to us. This is perfectly evident not only with the business
details, but also with the so called little things that matter: every time
I visit our branch in Hitzendorf I get the feeling of being welcomed in
a very friendly and personal way, and the same goes for the branch in
Graz close to my office. An extremely unpleasant experience with our
former bank was also the fact that our credit advisor was constantly
changing: every six months we had to deal with someone completely
new who was a a stranger to us as we were to him. Most of the time
we did not even know the name of our person in charge. With the
Steiermärkische Sparkasse now we can rely on our advisor Mr. Kainz
at the Hitzendorf branch to be available for us whenever we want, be it
on the telephone or by personal appointment. Now we finally have the
feeling to be in good hands both on a personal and an on a professional note and to get the best possible advice with all our financing
requirements.”
How entirely lacking their financial advice had been before for almost
two decades “we finally realized when we started to do the debt conversion together with the Steiermärkische Sparkasse”, resumes Elizabeth
Kainz today. “But anyhow: during the past year with the Steiermärkische Sparkasse we have already completely forgotten about these past
unpleasant experiences. What our former bank could not do for us in
two decades, the Steiermärkische Sparkasse has done in only a few
months – that is an undenniable fact. And as I said before: It is not
only the big things that matter like our housing financing or our private
retirement fund, but also the small things. Only recently I realized that
my Telebanking account was suspended by mistake – just a short
phone call and the case was settled. This is why I am really happy
all around to have moved my entire financial matters to the Steier
märkische Sparkasse. And what also makes me really happy: this summer, for the first time after ten years, we’ll finally go on vacation.”
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Corporate customers

Crafted from
the best
With a consistent quality philosophy, a purposeful brand strategy, a highly motivated workforce, its own sales network and an intelligent
investment strategy, Scheucher Wood Industry
Ltd. has grown today into one of Styria’s most
prodigious companies, turning its brand
“Steirer Parkett” into a world-wide epitome for
timber floorings of unmatched quality.

With the production’s conversion to high-quality parquet flooring,
Scheucher Wood Industry Ltd. had also turned the page for an extraordinarily successful chapter in the enterprise’s history, which saw the
transformation of the former rural sawmill into Europe‘s most innovative
parquet flooring manufacturer.

SCHEUCHER WOOD INDUSTRY Ltd.,
Mettersdorf / Styria
ING. KARL SCHEUCHER, Managing Director
Eighty-eight years are a remarkable anniversary for a remarkable
success story, that, in the very sense of the word, has been carved
from Styrian Wood. A success story that started exactly eighty-eight
years ago, when Karl Scheucher I. set up a fairly modest sawmill in
the small South East Styrian municipality of Mettersdorf, “a typically
South East Styrian small trade, which, apart from the sawmill, also ran
an oil press”, remembers Karl Scheucher, managing director of today‘s
Scheucher Wood Industry Ltd.
In 1985 Karl Scheucher had inherited the traditional family business
that employed around twenty employees from his father and had
to realize very soon “that the enterprise would not be able to carry
on like this for a very long time”, as he recalls his early days as an
entrepreneur. So he began to search for new business opportunities
for the company and came up with the right idea at the right time: “We
were lucky in that hardwood funiture suddenly became a big trend in
the middle of the Eighties, manufactured, among others, by Austrian
furniture brand Team7. So we started to shift our production to highquality hardwood boards and were able to follow a very consistent
quality product philosophy during the years to come as suppliers of
renowned furniture manufacturers – which had a very positive effect
on the enterprise’s development.”

Exactly eighty-eight years ago Karl Scheucher I. established a small sawmill business in the South East Styrian
municipality of Mettersdorf. Today, his descendant Karl Scheucher still remains faithful to his local roots,
despite current record turnovers and the international dimensions his enterprise has reached.

After some successful years the company however had to face an unexpected crisis: In 1993 the Italian Lira underwent one of the highest
devaluations in its recent history by approximately thirty per cent –
with fatal consequences for the prospering hardwood board manufac-

turer “Our Italian purchasers passed the price collapse directly on to
us, so we had to develop a new product idea really fast – and suddenly
came up with the brilliant idea to produce parquet flooring.” The new
adaptation of the production facilities however required an investment
sum of approximately EUR 8 m, which at that time exceeded the
company’s annual turnover by far. While searching for a suitable financing partner, Karl Scheucher finally came across the Steiermärkische
Sparkasse, which, as he resumes today “in a way was the kick-off to a
successful co-operation that now has gone into it’s thirteenth year.”
“Meanwhile, in the course of our enterprise’s expansion and the
expansion of our product range, we have carried out a large number
of successful projects and investments in cooperation with Steiermärkische Sparkasse”, says Karl Scheucher. “But regardless of the fact
that our company has changed considerably with time, our person
in charge at the bank, Mr. Pettinger – who in the early days was my
contact person together with Mr. Gerhard Fabisch, now the bank’s
chairman of the board – has remained the same throughout all
these years.”
Also Karl Scheucher has remained the same throughout all these
years and – despite current record turnovers and the international
dimensions his enterprise has reached – has also remained faithful
to his local roots in terms of both his enterprise’s location and it’s products and business philosophy: “The region of South East Styria does
not necessarily rank among the economically most developed regions
of Austria. So we are also a little proud of the fact that the number of
our employees is steadily increasing with our company – and that the
majority of our workforce are living in our immediate surroundings, in a
periphery of just about ten kilometers.”
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Slovenia

Concrete
results
In the Slovenian concrete industry, Oblak Commerce ranks among the market leaders. A success
story that has developed ontinuously over four generations and itrough often difficult times. And a
leading market position that General Manager Bogdan Oblak, together with s Leasing Slovenia, is
now powerfully reinforcing with substantial investments into the company‘s production technology.
“Already decades ago, our company had to find an intelligent new product
niche, because back then we could not compete with the big government
enterprises in the concrete business. So we started producing concrete
pavings, curbstones and an entire range of garden construction products,
which basically set the course for the product range we have today.”

OBLAK COMMERCE D.O.O., Logatec / Slowenien
ING. BOGDAN OBLAK, Geschäftsführer
“Concrete has a very long tradition as a building material”, says Bogdan Oblak, managing director of Oblak Commerce d.o.o. in Logatec,
a community of approx. 10.000 inhabitants 30 kilometers southwest
from Ljubljana. “Already the ancient Romans knew how to build with
concrete. Still, what we know as modern concrete today – concrete
made from Portland Cement – has been invented only 200 years ago,
so it is a fairly knew phenomenon.” A phenomenon that, in the guise of
a little book, inspired Bogdan Oblak’s great grandfather – a mechanical enigneer renowned for designing tower clock movements for the
church towers in the region – to lay the foundation for a new business
idea. “I think the book title went along the lines of “Making Gold from
Sand”, an old book about the concrete business in the 19th century”,
recalls Bogdan Oblak, “so since the tower clock business was declining, my great grandfather, inspired by that book, had the idea to set
up a completely new business, producing concrete tiles for rooftops.
He founded the company in 1901 – and you can still see a lot of old
houses in the region that are paved with concrete tiles produced back
then, in the early days of our family business.”

in 1901 Bogdan Oblak‘s great grandfather laid the foundation to the family business “and you can still see a lot of
old houses in the region that are paved with concrete tiles
produced back then, in the early days of our family business”,
says Bogdan Oblak.

A clever businessman, Bogdan Oblaks great grandfather quickly started to diversify the product range, producing sewage tubes from concrete as well as terrazzo floor tiles and successfully leading the business trough the troubles of the First World War, until Bogdan Oblak’s
grandfather took over, who also was major of Locatec until he end of
World War II. After the war, the communist era set an end to his political career, forcing him and his son to focus on the survival of the family business during these difficult years. “Private companies were not
really encouraged back in those days and were only allowed a handful

of employees”, recalls Bogdan Oblak, “yet still my father cleverly managed to modernize our production facilities, buying equipment and automated production lines from Sweden and Germany for example.” When
his father retired In the mid-Nineties, “I suddenly had the chance to buy
a construction company.” Bogdan Oblak started to further expand the
range of construction materials, producing hollowblocks and readymix
concrete. “Also in 2001 we decided on a major innovation step and to
build a completely new production line – something quite revolutionary
for our company as well, because as I said before: for a very long time
we were not able to buy new machinery at all.”
The new production facilities with their enhanced quality and capacity also enabled Oblak Commerce to produce and supply on a
much larger scale and on a CE-certified quality level, establishing an
extensive logistics system for their products and finally gaining the
market leader position in the Slovenian concrete tile market with a
market share of around 35%. Driven and inspired by this extraordinary
success, Bogdan Oblak decided to invest even more in production line
technology and, in cooperation with s Leasing Slovenia, a subsidiary
of Steiermärkische Sparkasse, will expand his production facilities by
no less than an estimated 300 per cent this year. “From some recent
projects I already knew that the team from S-Leasing Slovenia were
really down to earth and straightforward people, so we agreed on this
new cooperation really fast. despite the fact that the investment from
s Leasing is quite substantial. I also have to say that their know-how
was very valuable to us in negotiations with some of our suppliers, so
the whole business transaction with s Leasing was a very prolific and
pleasant experience. Production on our new facility is planned to start
in September 2008 – and we are sure that it will further help to secure
our position als the Slovenian Market leader in a very powerful way.”
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Croatia

Setting sails
to success
Croatian shipping company Jadrolinija is the dominating market leader in the liner trade of the
entire Adria region. A prerequisite to maintain the company‘s competitive edge is an intelligent
and future-oriented investment strategy that Jadrolinjia, among other things, has implemented
by a loan emission in co-operation with Erste & Steiermärkische Bank Croatia (ESB) in 2007.
With a fleet of 54 car ferries and passenger ships, Jadrolinija is the
leading Croatian shipping company in the liner business, which in 2006
alone carried approximately 8.9 million travelers and 2.3 million cars from the coast to the surrounding islands as well as to Italy.

JADROLINIJA D.O.O. Rijeka / Croatia
SLAVKO LONCAR, CEO
Overlooking the port of Rijeka, the stately Adria palace represents
an impressive symbol for the current development of the Croatian
seafaring business, which, after the unfavorable economic conditions
of the socialist era and the wartime years during the Ninenties, is
now steering toward an ultramodern future oriented to international
standards, backed by thousands of years of ancient seafaring tradition
and experience.
Built in 1897, when Rijeka was one of the most important commercial
and military ports of the Austrian Monarchy, the Adria palace today
houses the central administration offices of Croatias largest shipping
company Jadrolinija. which was founded in 1947. With a fleet of 54
car ferries and passenger liners, Jadrolinija is the dominating market
leader in the Croatian liner trade, from the Croatian coast to the surrounding islands as well as to Italy, carrying approximately 8.9 million
travelers and 2.3 million cars in 2006 alone.
“However”, specifies Jadrolinija’s chairman of the board Slavko Loncar
the market position of the company, “Jadrolinija is by no means the only
shipping company on the Croatian market. At present, thirteen further
companies count among our competitors. Fact remains however that we
are not only the largest shipping company of Croatia, but of the entire
Adria region. Thus, our market leader position remains undisputed.”

“Jadrolinija”, says chairmen of the board Slavko Loncar, “is the market leader in the Adria region not only on
a national, but also on an international level. The high degree of specialization of our ships is one of the most
substantial success factors here, as well as the continuous expansion and modernization of our ferry fleet.”

A position which Slavko Loncar attributes to Jadrolinija’s history and
experience of many years and, above all, to the high quality standards
of the fleet, ranging from the superb on-board service to the excellently
trained staff to the continuous modernization of the fleet: “Jadrolinija

is the market leader in the Adria region not only on a national, but
also on an international level. The high degree of specialization of our
ships is one of the most substantial success factors here, as well as
the continuous expansion and modernization of our ferry fleet. Our big
market advantage is also the fact that we do not only cover all services of person and ferry boat travel with our fleet of 54 ships, but are
also optimally prepared to react to seasonally varying requirements
and have sufficient reserves for the tourist peak season at hand at
any time.”
An essential prerequsite for the preservation of this quality and competitive edge however is Jadrolinija’s intelligent and foresighted investment strategy: “Ships are expensive”, says Slavko Loncar, “After all
you cannot simply buy a ship and then hope for the accruing business
to develop somehow. Instead, first the business has to be secured,
then you can think about building a ship.” A strategy, which, as Slavko
Loncar points out, is also optimally supported by the long standing relationship of Jadrolinija with financing partner Erste & Steiermärkische
Bank Croatia (ESB).
Apart from the financing of ship purchases, Jadrolinija has also completed, for example, one of the most crucial steps in its recent enterprise history in co-operation with ESB: the issue of bonds at a value of
approximately EUR 9.5 m in autumn 2007, which, among other things,
will generate capital for the acquisition of two further ships. With this
emission, Petar Radaković, chairman of the board of ESB in Croatia,
pointed out on the occasion of the emission that started on October
25th, “Jadrolinija wants to create an investor base also for possible
future activities on the capital market”. Which guarantees that further
future activities of extension and modernization are programmed with
Jadrolinija.
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Serbia

Business in
full blossom
As one of the leading international developers and producers of highly developed field
and vegetable crop cultivars and one of the most respected research enterprises of
the country, the Serbian IFVC is joined with Erste Bank in Novi Sad, in which Steier
märkische Sparkasse holds equity of 26%, by a long standing mutual success story.
Today the IFVC ranks among the most renowned agricultural research
institutes not only in the Serbian, but also in the European and international agrarian science scene, and among the leading producers of highly
developed field and vegetable crop cultivars.

IFVC – INSTITUTE OF FIELD AND VEGETABLE CROPS,
Novi Sad / Serbia
RADA MALEŠEVIĆ, General Manager Finance
When three years ago an international pharmaceutical company in
Serbia had to fold up business, Rada Malešević, working as a financial
manager for the company at that time, started looking for a new professional challenge again -– and found it very soon with an industry that
was both new and even more exciting to her. “It was love at first sight”,
she says today about her new career start as a financial manager at the
IFVC (institute Of Field and Vegetable Crops) in Novi Sad. What is still so
fascinating to her about the Institute is, above all, the IFVC’s international dimension with it’s staff of more than 600 and it’s research projects
on a global networking scale.

„What’s also very impressive however“, says Rada
Malešević „is not only the IFVC’s scientific authority and it’s
international network, but also it’s history: it was founded
in 1938 as a research and control station for the Ministry
of Agriculture of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia at that time,
and despite the eventful political and economic history
of Serbia during the last seventy years – and sometimes
extremely difficult times – the institute was never closed.“

Today the IFVC with it’s the numerous fundamental and applied research
breeding programs and efficient extension services ranks among the
most renowned agricultural research institutes not only in the Serbian,
but also in the European and international agrarian science scene, and
among the leading producers of highly developed field and vegetable
crop cultivars including forage and industrial crops, medicinal plants
and spice herbs. The IFVC’s breeding programs place emphasis on high
yielding capacity, tolerance to major diseases and resistance to unfavorable biotic and non-biotic factors, also emphasizing the development
of special-purpose cultivars. In addition to the breeding of new cultivars,
the Institute provides a range of complete production technologies for
each cultivar, providing farmers and the agrarian industry through it’s
extension services with superior seed and detailed recommendations
for soil preparation, various cultivation practices and crop protection
measures.

So far, more than 950 cultivars of field and vegetable crops have been developed at the IFVC, more than 300 haven been registered as international
patents. “Today the IFVC’s products are present on the most demanding
foreign markets, mostly through commercial seed sales, parent seed
sales and licence agreements”, says Rada Malešević, pointing out the
Institute’s uncompromising quality philosophy. “At present we export our
products to more than twenty nations, to European Union states such as
France, Italy, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovenia or Romania as well
as to Argentina, the Ukraine, Russia, China and India. And with both the
expansion of our export business and the constant extension of our production and research facilities, Erste Bank in Novi Sad – which is managed
by Erste Bank together with Steiermärkische Sparkasse – has always
proven to be a first-class financing partner, with the required flexibility and
the necessary vision to understand the special requirements of a research
enterprise.”
Also, adds Rada Malešević, the IFVC and Erste Bank Serbia have already
been joined by a long standing mutual success story for decades: “When
the institute was founded in 1938, Novosadska Banka – which today operates under the name of Erste Bank a.d. Novi Sad – was already our house
bank at that time, who always gave us crucial support with the execution of
our projects. Only in January this year, through this financing co-operation,
we could put a large seeds warehouse with a capacity of 8.000 tons in
operation, and in February 2008 we have started to make plans for a large
seeds processing center matched by a commensurate and extensive financial investment. What makes our cooperation with Erste Bank in Serbia
so highly valuable to us is not only their very personal and unbureaucratic
approach, but also their ability and readiness to make fast decisions, if
necessary. After all, the factor of time plays a crucial role in the international seed research business: when you hesitate too long, you may not only
lose time, but also a potentially very valuable competitive advantage.”
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Bosnia and Herzegovina

Success made
to measure
A combination of competitive wages, highly qualified specialists and
substantial export initiatives to, for example, Germany has resulted in a
healthy chance for Bosnia and Herzegowina to revitalize and modernize
its leather industry during the recent years.

KOTEKS D.O.O., Tešanj / Bosnia and Herzegowina
ADISA KARAHODŽIĆ, Sales & Export Manager

The production of high-quality leather goods and leather clothing has a centuries-old
tradition in Bosnia and Herzegowina. A tradition that is continued by family business
Koteks d.o.o. in Tesanj on a modern basis and with excellent export chances – in
successful financial co-operation with ABS Banka, whose majority owner with 63% is
Steiermärkische Sparkasse.

Already in ancient times and during the Middle Ages, the territory that
is Bosnia and Herzegowina today has been considered as a region of
eminent leather production and processing know-how – not at least
due to the fact that cattle farming still is one of the country’s prevailing economic sectors until today. After a painful decrease during the
war years in the nineties, Bosnia and Herzegowina’s leather industry
including the clothing and shoe manufacturers is now strongly booming nationwide again, with more than 50.000 steady jobs and bulging order books. One of the main reasons for the industry’s dynamic
recovery are the declining leather industries in many European Union
countries due to high labour costs.
“Apart from the car industry in Germany mostly large tanneries and
leather processing enterprises in European Union countries such as
Italy, Germany and Austria as well as in Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia and
Montenegro are among the main buyers of our high-quality untanned
leather products”, says Adisa Karahodžić, Sales & Export Manager of
Bosnian leather and clothing producer Koteks D.o.o., pointing out the
extremely positive export growth of Bosnia and Herzegowina’s domestic
leather industry: “Since the turn of the century the overall industrial development in Bosnia and Herzegovina is on an upswing again, at the same
time as the rapidly growing international demand for products from our
textile, clothing and leather industry – a chance that Koteks D.o.o. has
recognized and turned to advantage at just the right time.”

The challenges of new, increasing export markets and rising quality
requirements are met by the family business by steady investments
into the optimization of it’s production facilities on the basis of a long
standing partnership with ABS Banka.

After her graduation at the university of Sarajevo in 2000 the fledgling
lawyer entered her father’s enterprise, located in the 50.000 people
community of Tešanj, 180 kilometers north of Sarajevo, first as a trainee

in the legal department, moving on to the export department two years
later: “Soon I started to realize the high export potential for our products
as well as the chances for new cooperation partners in the European
Union. Meanwhile, these new partnerships have developed into stable
relationships on the basis of extraordinary mutual success, which also
enabled us to constantly extended our know-how. The high quality standards set by our European Union partners have also turned out to be a
very dynamic driving force for our enterprise’s development: our research
department is constantly working on improvements and advancements
for our products to successfully implement these developments in our
production.” As a consequence, Koteks d.o.o.’s high know-how standards
are not only evident in it’s leather processing, but, for example, also in
the development of special garments for bulletproof task force equipment – which, among other armed forces, has made Koteks d.o.o. a
purveyor to the German police.
“ABS Banka d.d., a subsidiary of Steiermärkische Sparkasse, has already played a crucial role in the very early stages of our enterprise development, and until today the bank has met all our business requirements
in a very efficient and successful way. What makes this co-operation for
us so valuable in particular are some very specific characteristics of our
bank: we are always getting very fast answers to our inquiries, our business relations are based on a very friendly relationship, they are able to
see and recognizine our requirements in a very clear and competent way,
and they have a trademark label of utmost reliability and trustworthiness
by which all our meetings and transactions are characterized, resulting
in very far-reaching and positive consequences for our enterprise. So
our current investment plan is making arrangements, for example, for
new factory and warehouse bulidings in financial co-operation with ABS
Banka d.d., which does not only mean a further valuable expansion step
for Koteks d.o.o., but will also provide further new jobs for our region.”
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Montenegro

Built on quality
foundations
With its numerous affiliates, multinational real estate developing group Tradeunique ranks among the leading
enterprises in the European design, architecture, construction and real estate business. In co-operation with
s Leasing, also the group’s Montenegro branch is set for an ongoing success story.
Tradeunique Montenegro’s uncompromising quality approach is also
evident in its impressive machinery pool, which could now be further
upgraded in co-operation with s Leasing Montenegro.

TRADEUNIQUE MONTENEGRO, Budva / Montenegro

“Montenegro has become an exceptionally promising market”, says Goran Bojanić , General Manager of real
estate developer Tradeunique Montenegro, “attracting a rapidly increasing number of foreign investors who are
more and more speeding up the general modernization and development of the country.”

Goran BojanIĆ, General Manager

the newly constructed underground garage, while Tradeunique will hold
75 percent of the constructed surfaces.

As far as success and creativity are concerned, Tradeunique are
counted among the leading specialists in the European real estate
developing business, with prospering branches in Russia, Spain, Italy,
Germany, England, Switzerland, Serbia and Montenegro. The group and
its numerous affiliates have been present in the sophisticated design,
architecture, construction and real estate market for more than two
decades now, operating as investors, co-investors, leading project
developers and leading constructors, following an uncompromising
quality approach in every detail.

“During the last months of 2007”, says Goran Bojanić about the
company’s activities in the neighbouring state of Serbia “we also
officially presented our new greenfield investment in Indjija, Serbia:
another TQ City project on 42.00m2, worth EUR 30 m, that will also
bring more than 300 new jobs to the region and will help the community to draw long term benefits from this project in many ways. TQ City
in Indjija will comprise a business and expo center, three apartment
units and a shopping mall, which will be the most luxurious building in
the area.”

The group’s Montenegro branch is no exception here, with the recently
opened Hotel Splendid in Bečići on the idyllic Montenegro coast as
one of the finest examples for the group’s uncompromising state
of the art approach: a five star resort with extensive and luxurious
wellness facilities and generous congress and business capacities,
boasting no less than 325 rooms and 12 apartments, a restaurant
with a capacity of 700 seats and a spa area featuring three pools on
2600m2.

Tradeunique Montenegro’s uncompromising quality approach is also
evident in its impressive machinery pool, comprising fifty construction
machines and vehicles with a maximum age of only two years with an
estimated value of more than four million Euro. “Until recently”, says
Goran Bojanić “vehicle and machinery leasing in Montenegro has not
been up to European standards, with highly uncompetitive conditions
from banks or leasing companies, so our entire machinery pool was
financed from our own resources, blocking valuable capital. Now with
s Leasing Monenegro and its general manager Mrs. Stana Duranović
we have found a new and valuable partner for our vehicle and machinery funding who is totally in tune with Tradeunique’s business philosophy. s Leasing has a very similar approach towards professionalism
and correctness, so we were very glad to seal a contract worth nearly
EUR 3 m with such a proficient partner. This contract with s Leasing
has allowed us to add another eighteen new vehicles to our machinery
pool, which has not only substabtially strenghtened our market position, but also our capabillity to keep delivering further valuable business
and employment impulses to the region.”

Even more impressive is Tradeunique’s project TQ City in Budva: in
September last year, contracts were signed with the Budva Municipality on the construction of a sophisticated business, commercial and
tourist centre with a total investment value of EUR 58 m. Spreading
across 38.500m2, the building will provide the city of Budva with extensive cinema, library and office facilities, including a bank, a pharmacy,
numerous shops and a garage with 700 parking spaces as a new
extension of Budva’s business and commercial center. Budva officials
pointed out that the city will own 25 percent of the built surfaces and
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I. Consolidated income
statement 2007
EUR m
Interest and similar income
Interest and similar expenses
Income from associates accounted for at equity
Net interest income
Loan loss provisions
Fee and commission income
Fee and commission expenses
Net commission income
Net trading income
General administrative expenses
Profit / loss from financial assets
Other operating results
Profit before tax
Taxes on income
Net profit before minority interests
Minority interests
Net profit after minority interests (consolidated profit for the year)
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II. Consolidated balance sheet
as at 31 December 2007
2007

2006

581.5
-334.8
34.5
281.2
-33.1
113.9
-12.1
101.8
4.4
-206.8
-8.3
-3.4
135.9
-24.9
110.9
-0.5
110.5

472.0
-248.9
24.8
247.9
-53.6
107.5
-12.3
95.2
3.9
-197.0
3.9
-2.6
97.8
-12.2
85.6
-0.5
85.1

Earnings per share
Earnings per share are calculated as consolidated net profit for the year divided by the average number of ordinary shares outstanding.
There are no subscription or conversion rights, and hence no diluted earnings per share needing to be calculated.
EUR

2007

2006

Earnings per share

14.56

11.26

EUR m

2007

2006

Assets
Cash and balances with central banks
Loans and advances to banks
Loans and advances to customers
Loan loss provisions
Assets held for trading
Financial assets
Investments in companies recognised at equity
Intangible assets
Property, plant and equipment
Tax assets
Other assets
Total assets

127.7
1,360.3
9,057.6
-368.9
0.4
1,368.5
364.4
30.8
76.2
11.3
220.3
12,248.6

89.9
1,307.8
8,690.2
-390.6
0.1
1,406.0
161.9
10.8
77.3
8.5
204.2
11,566.0

Equity and liabilities
Amounts owed to banks
Amounts owed to customers
Debt evidenced by certificates
Other provisions
Tax liabilities
Other liabilities
Subordinated capital
Total equity
Shareholders’ equity
Minority interests
Total equity and liabilities

2,808.8
7,263.6
852.9
165.6
29.1
186.4
264.7
677.4
663.8
13.6
12,248.6

2,512.7
6,940.2
864.9
162.9
34.9
166.2
271.3
613.0
609.3
3.7
11,566.0
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III. Consolidated statement of
changes in equity
Income and expenses recognised directly in equity
EUR m
Equity at 1 January 2006
Changes in own shares
Dividends
Capital increases
Net profit
Income recognised in equity
Changes in interests in subsidiaries
Equity at 31 December 2006

Share
capital

Capital
reserves

Retained
earnings

Total share
holders’ equity

Minority
interests

Total
equity

54.9
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
55.1

112.9
0.0
0.0
3.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
115.9

361.5
-0.8
-9.4
0.0
85.1
1.8
0.0
438.2

529.3
-0.8
-9.4
3.3
85.1
1.8
0.0
609.3

3.7
0.0
-0.2
0.0
0.5
-0.3
0.0
3.7

533.0
-0.8
-9.5
3.3
85.6
1.5
0.0
613.0

-8.6
98.8
-22.5

0.0
-0.3
0.1

-8.6
98.4
-22.5

609.3
-0.1
-9.4
2.0
110.5
-36.5
-12.0
663.8

3.7
0.0
-0.2
0.0
0.5
-0.2
9.8
13.5

613.0
-0.1
-9.6
2.0
110.9
-36.7
-2.3
677.4

-9.4
49.9
-10.1

0.0
-0.6
0.2

-9.4
49.3
-10.0

Cash flow hedge reserve
Available for sale reserve
Deferred taxes reserve
Equity at 1 January 2007
Changes in own shares
Dividends
Capital increases
Net profit
Income recognised in equity
Changes in interests in subsidiaries
Equity at 31 December 2007
Cash flow hedge reserve
Available for sale reserve
Deferred taxes reserve

55.1
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
55.3

115.9
0.0
0.0
1.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
117.7

438.3
-0.1
-9.4
0.0
110.5
-36.5
-12.0
490.8

EUR m

2007

2006

Net profit for year
Exchange translation
Available for sale reserve (including currency translation)
Cash flow hedge reserve (including currency translation)
Deferred taxes on items recognised directly in equity
Income recognised in equity
Total
Shareholders’ equity
Minorities

110.9
0.8
-49.2
-0.7
12.5
-36.7
74.2
74.0
0.2

85.6
0.2
11.1
-9.5
-0.4
1.5
87.1
86.9
0.2

2007

2006

7,574,099
-22,339
22,809
20,000
7,594,569
10,431
7,605,000
7,584,334

7,547,250
-15,889
7,738
35,000
7,574,099
10,901
7,585,000
7,560,675

Changes in number of shares
Units
Shares outstanding at 1 January
Acquisition of own shares
Disposal of own shares
Capital increase
Shares outstanding at 31 December
Own shares
Total
Average number of shares outstanding
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IV. Cash flow statement

EUR m
Net profit before minority interests
Adjustments for non-cash items in net profit before minority interests
Depreciation, amortisation and revaluation of assets
Allocation to and release of provisions (including loan loss provisions)
Gains from the sale of assets
Other adjustments
Changes in assets and liabilities from operating activities after adjustment for non-cash items
Loans and advances to banks
Loans and advances to customers
Trading assets and financial assets
Other assets from operating activities
Amounts due to banks
Amounts due to customers
Debt evidenced by certificates
Other liabilities from operating activities
Cash flow from operating activities
Proceeds of disposals
Associated companies
Property, plant and equipment, intangible assets and investment property
Payments for acquisitions
Associated companies
Property, plant and equipment, intangible assets and investment property
Acquisition of subsidiaries (net of cash and cash equivalents acquired)
Cash flow from investing activities
Capital increase
Dividends paid
Other changes (mainly changes in subordinated capital)
Cash flow from financing activities
Cash and cash equivalents*) at beginning of period
Cash flow from operating activities
Cash flow from investing activities
Cash flow from financing activities
Cash and cash equivalents*) at end of period
Cash flows related to taxes, interest and dividends
Payments for taxes on income
Interest and dividends received
Interest paid
*)

Cash and cash equivalents correspond to cash and balances with central banks.

2007

2006

EUR m

110.9

85.6

20.5
18.8
-0.5
-0.1

21.4
64.1
-17.2
0.0

-31.5
-345.0
-13.2
-18.3
288.5
248.3
-12.0
26.2
292.6

-148.2
-395.9
-59.3
1.1
300.7
548.5
-328.6
-62.8
9.4

0.0
1.5

22.7
4.4

Cash and cash equivalents
Loans and advances to banks
Loans and advances to customers
Loan loss provisions
Customer list
Property, plant and equipment
Other assets
Amounts due to banks
Amounts due to customers
Debt evidenced by certificates
Other liabilities
Total equity
Shares purchased
Share of capital acquired
Goodwill
Purchase price
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash flow for acquisition of companies net of cash and cash equivalents acquired

-213.7
-11.7
-16.7
-240.7
2.0
-9.6
-6.6
-14.1

-60.9
-13.2
0.0
-47.0
3.2
-9.5
49.5
43.2

89.9
292.6
-240.7
-14.1
127.8
260.5
-20.7
616.0
-334.8

84.3
9.4
-47.0
43.2
89.9
216.2
-31.7
496.8
-248.9

ABS Banka 62.94%
16.3
21.0
66.9
-4.1
6.0
4.0
2.2
7.6
75.2
0.0
3.3
26.4
62.94%
16.6
16.5
33.0
-16.3
16.7
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V. Summarised notes to the
consolidated financial statements
A. General
Steiermärkische Bank und Sparkassen AG (Steiermärkische Sparkasse) was founded in 1825 and is the oldest savings bank in Styria.
The Bank’s registered office is at Sparkassenplatz 4, A-8010 Graz,
Austria. Steiermärkische Sparkasse Group provides a full range of
banking and financial services, including savings, asset management
(e.g., investment funds), loans, mortgages, securities trading and
derivatives business, securities custody, project finance, foreign trade
finance, corporate finance, capital and money market services, currency trading and leasing. Apart from Styria, the Group’s geographical
markets are Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro, Serbia and
Slovenia. At 31 December 2007, Steiermärkische Verwaltungssparkasse held 73.25% of Steiermärkische Sparkasse. Steiermärkische
Verwaltungssparkasse’s objects are the management of the company’s
assets, which largely consist of the investment in Steiermärkische
Sparkasse. In the spirit of its founding charter, Steiermärkische
Verwaltungssparkasse is committed to serving the public good. True
to its mission, in 2007 it again provided substantial support for the
advancement of youth and learning, as well as for social, cultural and
sporting purposes.
Steiermärkische Sparkasse is a member of the Sparkassen sector
(Austrian savings banks) cross-guarantee system, which was created
in 2001 and came into effect on 1 January 2002. Besides Erste Bank,
almost all the Austrian savings banks were members as at balance
sheet date. Under the master agreement between Erste Bank AG and
the participating savings banks, this scheme guarantees the joint
liability of the participants for amounts due to customers (all deposits
in the meaning of section 1(1)(1) Austrian Banking Act (BWG), all
monetary liabilities with respect to credit balances resulting from
banking business and all monetary liabilities resulting from the issue
of securities, with the exception of securities forming part of equity for
the purposes of section 23 BWG and of amounts due as a result of
criminal offences). The responsibilities of the individual members of
the guarantee scheme, taking into account Banking Act requirements,
consist of the provision of support to other members (e.g., liquidity
assistance, the extension of loans, assumption of guarantees and
provision of equity) and of the satisfaction of liabilities to customers
covered by the scheme in the event of a member’s insolvency in the
meaning of section 93(3)(1) BWG.It is not possible to determine the
individual liabilities of scheme members in the event of a default, as
these include the amounts made available by them under the statutory
deposit insurance provisions of section 93 et seqq BWG.

Due to its participation in the guarantee scheme, Steiermärkische
Sparkasse is included in the consolidated financial statements of
Erste Bank. As Steiermärkische Sparkasse’s shares are admitted to
trading on a regulated market (the Vienna Stock Exchange), the Bank
is required under section 245(5) Austrian Business Code (UGB) to
prepare consolidated financial statements. Under the EU Regulation of
19 July 2002 on the application of international accounting standards,
Steiermärkische Sparkasse is obliged to draw up consolidated financial statements in accordance with IAS/IFRS for the first time as at 31
December 2007. The Bank’s accounting and valuation policies were
therefore altered as of 1 January 2007 in order to achieve compliance
with IFRS.
The transition to IFRS was carried out in accordance with IFRS 1 Firsttime Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards, and as
a result goodwill continued to be measured in accordance with UGB
provisions. The date of transition is 1 January 2006.
The previous year’s amounts are shown in brackets, and relate to the
consolidated financial statements for the period ended 31 December
2006. Unless otherwise stated all amounts are expressed in million
euro. The tables shown below may be subject to rounding differences.

B. Acquisitions

C. Accounting principles

As of 3 April 2007 Steiermärkische Sparkasse had acquired a majority
in ABS Banka d.d., Sarajevo (interest at balance sheet date 62.94%).
ABS Banka was consolidated as of this date. The total acquisition price
including incidental expenses was EUR 33.0m. Goodwill after taking into
account valuation adjustments of assets and liabilities was the equivalent of EUR 16.5m in foreign exchange.

The consolidated financial statements of Steiermärkische Sparkasse
for the period under review and the comparative amounts have been
prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) currently in effect, which are published by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), and the interpretations thereof
by the International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee
(IFRIC) – previously the Standing Interpretations Committee (SIC) – and
comply with the requirements of section 59a BWG and section 245a
UGB. The application of the standards is in accordance with the corresponding EU regulations.

The adjustment was in respect of the intangible assets acquired with ABS
Banka, namely, the value of the customer list less the related deferred tax.
The preliminary valuation of the customer list at EUR 6.0m is sufficiently
reliable, and is therefore stated separately from goodwill. This amount
is amortised on a straight line basis over ten years. The goodwill is calculated as follows:
Der Firmenwert ermittelt sich insgesamt wie folgt:
EUR m

2007

Total acquisition price including incidental expenses
Net assets at fair value
Goodwill

33,0
16,6
16,5

In April 2007 the Bank acquired a 26.00% interest in Erste Bank a.d.
Novi Sad from Erste Bank der oesterreichischen Sparkassen AG for
a price of EUR 44.2m. As IFRS 3 is not applicable to acquisitions of
entities under common control, the proportionate carrying value of EUR
35.2m was recognised and EUR 9.0m offset against equity. Proportionate goodwill of EUR 20.3m was capitalised.
At the start of December 2007 the Bank acquired a 26.00% interest
in Banka Sparkasse d.d. Ljubljana from Kärntner Sparkasse AG for a
price of EUR 28.6 m. Here, too, IFRS 3 does not apply. No goodwill was
acquired in connection with this transaction, and EUR 3.6m was offset
against equity.
Also in December 2007, the Bank acquired a 41.00% holding in
Diners Club Adriatic d.d. Zagreb from Erste Bank der oesterreichischen
Sparkassen AG for a price of EUR 62.4m. IFRS 3 is not applied. The
proportionate carrying value of EUR 48.4m, the proportionate share of
the customer list, amounting to EUR 14.7m less related deferred tax,
and the proportionate goodwill of EUR 32.0m were recognised. The
difference of EUR 0.6m was included in equity.

a) Basis of consolidation
All material direct and indirect subsidiaries under the control of Steiermärkische Sparkasse at balance date are included in the consolidated
financial statements. The consolidated subsidiaries are included in the
consolidated financial statements on the basis of their annual financial statements drawn up to 31 December 2007. Companies included
in consolidation of Steiermärkische Sparkasse Group are shown in the
schedule of investments (see section G.)
Major investments over which Steiermärkische Sparkasse exerts a
significant influence (associates) are accounted for using the equity
method. A significant influence usually exists where there is an interest of between 20% and 50%. Jointly controlled entities are likewise
consolidated (IAS 31.38). In most cases inclusion at equity is on the
basis of annual financial statements drawn up to 31 December 2007.
Subsidiaries whose overall influence on the Group’s assets, finances
and earnings is of lesser importance are not consolidated.
The remaining investments are recognised at fair value. Where this
cannot be reliably determined, recognition is at cost. Assets are written down whenever impairment is identified.
Business combinations are accounted for using the purchase method,
whereby the cost of an acquisition is allocated to the identifiable
assets acquired and liabilities assumed by the parent enterprise. The
assets and liabilities of the subsidiary are recognised at fair value at
the time of acquisition. The excess of the cost of acquisition (resp.
the carrying value of group companies) over the fair value of the net
assets acquired is recognised as goodwill. The latter is subjected to
annual impairment tests in accordance with IFRS 3 Business Combinations in combination with IAS 36 Impairment of Assets and IAS 38
Intangible Assets.
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Minority interests are measured on the basis of the fair value of the
assets and liabilities concerned. Intragroup receivables and payables,
expenses and income, and profits are eliminated, except to the extent
that they are not material.
b) Accounting and valuation policies
An asset is recognised if it is probable that the future economic benefits embodied by it will flow to the enterprise, and provided the cost is
reliably measurable.
A liability is recognised if it is probable that an outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits will be required to settle a present obligation and the amount of the obligation is reliably measurable.
Purchases and sales of financial assets for cash are recognised on
the transaction date.
Accounting assumptions and estimates
Where required and permitted, the consolidated financial statements
contain amounts calculated using estimates and assumptions. These
estimates and assumptions are based on past experience and other
factors such as budgets, and on realistic expectations and forecasts
of future events based on current assessments. The measurement of
loan loss provisions, and of pension obligations, goodwill, deferred tax
assets and fair value is particularly subject to estimation uncertainties.
Currency translation
Assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies, and open
spot foreign exchange positions are translated at the ECB reference
rates, and forward foreign exchange transactions at the forward rate at
balance sheet date.
The annual financial statements of foreign subsidiaries drawn up in
foreign currencies were translated at the ECB reference rates at balance sheet date in the case of the balance sheets, and at the annual
mean rates in the case of the income statements. Translation gains
and losses arising on consolidation of foreign subsidiaries were set off
against revenue reserves in the consolidated financial statements.
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Net interest income
Interest and similar income largely comprises interest income in the
narrow sense, i.e., interest receivable from banks and customers, on
balances with central banks and on fixed income securities. In addition, current income from equities and other variable yield securities (dividends, etc.), income from investments, income from properties used
by third parties, interest income from derivative products, and interestlike income calculated in the same way as interest are reported under
interest and similar income.
Interest payable and similar expense consists in the main of interest
payable on amounts due to banks and customers, on central banks’
deposits and on debt evidenced by securities and subordinated
capital. This item also includes interest-like expenses calculated in the
same way as interest.
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Net commission income
Net commission income consists of the income and expenses from
services business accrued for the reporting period. It consists mainly
of income and expenses for services in connection with payments
business, securities business and lending, together with income from
insurance broking business, mortgage brokerage and foreign exchange
transactions.
Net trading income
Net trading income includes all profits and losses from securities,
derivatives and currencies classified as held for trading. These include
realised gains and losses, as well as unrealised gains and losses
from measurement at fair value, interest and dividend income from
trading portfolios.

Interest income and expense are recognised on an accruals basis
based on the effective interest rate method to the extent that the
recoverability of the amounts is probable.

General administrative expenses
General administrative expenses consist of personnel and other
administrative expenses as well as depreciation and amortisation (excluding any amortisation of customer lists and impairment of goodwill).

The Bank’s shares of the profits of enterprises accounted for at equity
are also reported under net interest income. Impairment losses, reversals of impairment losses, and realised gains and losses on enterprises accounted for at equity are included under other operating results.

Personnel expenses include wages and salaries, bonuses, statutory
social security contributions and other staff benefits, staff-related
taxes and levies, and expenses for severance benefits and pensions
(including amounts allocated to and released from provisions).

Loan loss provisions
Recognition and reversal of individual and portfolio impairment
provisions in respect of balance sheet and off-balance-sheet lending
business is reported under this item. It also includes direct write-offs
of loans and advances as well as recoveries on previously written-off
loans and advances.

Other administrative expenses include IT expenses, expenses for business premises, office operating expenses, advertising and marketing,
legal and other consultancy expenses and other sundry administrative
expenses.

Impairment losses are recognised in the amount of the difference
between the cost of the receivable and the present value of the
future cash inflows expected to be derived from the asset, calculated
using the effective interest method and the contractual interest rate.
Impairment is recognised under loan loss provisions in the income
statement, and reversals are recognised under interest income to the
extent that they relate only to discounting.
Allocations to and releases of other provisions not attributable to
lending business are reported under other operating results.

Profit / loss from financial assets
This item includes the results both of fair value measurement and of
realised gains and losses from securities assigned to the fair value
portfolio.
It also includes – for available-for-sale securities and investments
in companies – gains or losses on disposal, as well as impairment
losses and certain increases in value resulting from changes in issuers’ credit ratings.
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Other operating results
Other operating results include all other income and expenses not
attributable to Steiermärkische Sparkasse Group’s ordinary activities.
These include in particular impairment losses and their reversal, as
well as gains on the sale of real estate and other plant and equipment, amortisation and impairment losses on customer lists, any
impairment losses on goodwill, and impairment losses on other intangible assets and their reversal.
Other operating results also include: expenses for other taxes and
deposit guarantee contributions, income from the release of and
expenses for allocations to other provisions, as well as impairment
losses and reversals thereof, and realised gains and losses on investments in companies accounted for at equity.
Taxes on income
Taxes on income consist of current and deferred taxes.
Loans and advances
Loans and advances to credit institutions and customers are reported
at acquisition cost less any amounts written off directly.
Provisions for impairment losses are disclosed separately as loan loss
provisions. Premiums and discounts on issue are disclosed under
other assets or other liabilities.
Interest receivable is not recognised as revenue in the income statement if, regardless of any legal entitlement, it is highly probable that it
cannot be collected.
Loan loss provisions
The special risks inherent in lending business are taken into account
as required by the creation of loan loss provisions (for loans and
advances recognised in the balance sheet) and through provisions for
off-balance-sheet transactions. Provisions for credit risks are calculated using groupwide, uniform measurement methods and taking into
account any collateral available.
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Loan loss provisions include individual provisions against loans and
advances for which there is objective evidence that impairment already
exists.
Loan loss provisions also include general provisions for individually
significant loans and advances on which impairment losses may have
been incurred but not detected, as well as general provisions for loans
and advances that are not individually significant. Where an amount
due is not recoverable, it is charged against any individual provision
that may have been made, or is otherwise written off directly against
income.
The total of loan loss provisions against loans reported in the balance
sheet is shown on the face of the balance sheet as a deduction from
loans and advances to banks and loans and advances to customers.
The provisions for off-balance-sheet transactions (warranties and
guarantees, and other credit commitments) are included under other
provisions.
Assets held for trading
Securities, derivatives and other financial instruments held for trading
are disclosed in the balance sheet at fair value at balance sheet date.
Listed products are measured at stock market prices. The fair values
of non-listed products are measured at net present value or with the
help of suitable valuation models.
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Securities which, under the Group’s internal guidelines, though not
classified as held for trading are evaluated on a fair value basis are reported as financial assets at fair value through profit or loss (fair value
option). Changes in fair value are recognised in the income statement
under profit or loss from financial assets at fair value through profit or
loss.
Financial assets available for sale
Securities classified as available for sale together with investments
in companies not consolidated are reported as financial assets
available for sale (AFS). Changes in fair value of AFS securities are
recognised directly in equity until the assets in question are disposed
of. Impairment losses on AFS securities are recognised in the income
statement as profits or losses from financial assets available for sale.
Where the fair value of investments can not be reliably determined,
the assets are disclosed at acquisition cost.
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Investments in companies recognised at equity
This item consists of investments in associates. In accordance with
IAS 1.68, investments in companies accounted for at equity are disclosed separately. Investments are accounted for at equity where the
holding is such that the holder exerts a significant influence (usually
20% to 50%).
Intangible assets
Intangible assets consist of goodwill, customer lists acquired in business combinations, and software.
As required under IFRS 3 (in conjunction with IAS 36 and IAS 38), an
annual impairment test is carried out for all cash-generating units
(CGUs) to review the value of existing goodwill. A CGU is generally defined as the smallest identifiable group of assets that generates cash
inflows from continuing use which are largely independent of the cash
inflows from other assets or groups of assets. In Steiermärkische
Sparkasse Group, all business segments for the purposes of segment
reporting in the financial statements are defined as CGUs. Where individual business segments include investments in companies, these
investments are considered to be independent CGUs.
The impairment test is performed for all CGUs to which goodwill is attributed. It is to be assumed for all other CGUs that any impairment of
assets is already reflected in the relevant individual asset valuations.
The calculation of expected cash flows is based on the normalised
projected earnings of the CGU (or of the individual company in the
case of investments in companies). Normalised projected earnings
for this purpose are the reported pre-tax profit in local currency, before
minority interests, consolidation adjustments and CGU financing costs.
To determine future cash flows, the projected normalised IFRS pre-tax
profit is translated into euros at the average exchange rates used in
the forecast and discounted to present value using a pre-tax discount
rate. The forecast period is usually three to five years, but may under
exceptional circumstances and if warranted be longer.
The discount rate usually used is the moving three-year average of the
five-year swap rate (risk-free interest rate) in local currency, provided
the forecast is also in local currency; otherwise, the rate of the forecast currency is applied. Additional risk premiums do not reflect risks
for which future cash flows have already been adjusted. The discount
rate used is pre-tax.
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The CGU’s value in use based on the above parameters is calculated
in euros annually in November. Where available, the CGU’s fair value
less costs to sell is determined on the basis of recent transactions,
market quotations, appraisals, etc. The higher of the value in use and
the fair value less costs to sell is the recoverable amount.

Other assets
Other assets consist in the main of accrued interest and commissions, other accruals and prepayments, investment property as defined
in IAS 40, and positive fair values of derivatives in the banking book.
Investment properties are reported at depreciated cost (less accumulated straight-line depreciation in the case of property leased out
under an operating lease and less any required provision for impairment loss) using the cost model permitted under IAS 40. Where the
reasons which led to the provision for impairment loss cease to apply,
the provision is reversed, up to a maximum of the depreciated cost.

The full or proportionate share of the recoverable amount (calculated as above) is compared with the parent company’s equity in the
subsidiary, plus the full or proportionate share of goodwill. If the full
or proportionate share of the recoverable amount is less than the
equity plus the full or proportionate share of goodwill, the difference
is recognised as an impairment loss, as follows. The impairment loss
is allocated first to writing down the CGU’s goodwill. Any remaining impairment loss reduces the carrying amount of the CGU’s other assets,
though not to an amount less than their fair value. There is no need to
recognise an impairment loss if the full or proportionate recoverable
amount of the CGU is higher than or equal to the equity plus goodwill.
Once recognised, an impairment loss of goodwill cannot be reversed in
later periods.

Leases
Steiermärkische Sparkasse Group’s existing leasing agreements are
all finance leases, defined as leases in which all of the risks and rewards associated with the leased asset are transferred to the lessee.
Under the provisions of IAS 17, the lessor reports a receivable from
the lessee amounting to the present value of the contractually agreed
payments and taking into account any residual value.

Customer lists are recognised as assets separately from goodwill
when they can be measured with sufficient reliability. Customer lists
are amortised on a straight-line basis over their expected useful life. In
the event of impairment, impairment losses are recognised.

Liabilities
Liabilities are disclosed at the amounts repayable or their nominal
values. Zero coupon bonds and similar liabilities are reported at their
present value.

Software is amortised over its estimated useful life, which is generally
assumed to be four to ten years. In the event of impairment, impairment losses are recognised.

Other provisions
In compliance with IAS 19 Employee Benefits, long-term provisions for
employee benefits (obligations for pension, severance and jubilee benefits) are determined using the projected unit credit method. Pension
provisions now relate only to existing pensioners; pension obligations
for serving staff have been transferred to external pension funds some
years ago.

Tangible assets
Tangible assets – land and buildings, office furniture and equipment –
are measured at cost of acquisition or construction, less straight-line
depreciation based on their estimated useful lives and any impairment
losses. In the event of impairment, impairment losses are recognised.
Useful life in years
Buildings
Office furniture and equipment
IT equipment		

33 - 50
5 - 20
4-5

Future obligations are based on actuarial valuations: the calculation
takes into account not only pensions and vested rights to future pension payments known at balance sheet date, but also anticipated future
increases in salaries and pensions.
The major important actuarial assumptions were as follows. The actuarial calculation is based on a discount rate (long-term capital market
interest rate) of 5.0% per year. The statutory increase in pension
benefits is assumed to be 3.5% per year, and severance and jubilee
benefit obligations are calculated based on an expected average annual increase of 3.8% in salaries.
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Long-term employee provisions (pension, severance and jubilee benefit
obligations) were calculated in accordance with the Pagler & Pagler
mortality tables entitled “AVÖ 1999 P – Rechnungsgrundlagen für
die Pensionsversicherung”. In addition, a safety margin of 5% of the
present value of pension obligations was added to cover the expected
future adjustment of the mortality tables.
The expected retirement age for each employee was individually
calculated, on the basis of the changes in the Finance (Implementing
Provisions) Act 2003 (Austrian Federal Law Gazette BGBl I 71/2003)
with respect to the increase in minimum pensionable age. The currently applicable legislation on the gradual raising of pensionable age for
men and women to 65 has been taken into account.
Actuarial gains or losses on long-term provisions for employee benefits
are recognised in profit or loss in the period during which they occur.
Other provisions are made for contingent liabilities to outside parties
in the amounts expected to be payable. Other provisions also included
provisions for off-balance-sheet contingent liabilities.
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Tax assets and liabilities
Assets and liabilities in respect of current and deferred taxes are
reported under tax assets and tax liabilities.
Current tax assets and liabilities are recognised for the amounts of
taxes that are expected to be paid to or credited by the tax authorities
concerned.
In measuring deferred taxes, the balance sheet liability method is
used to calculate temporary differences: the carrying amount of an
asset or liability in the balance sheet is compared with its tax base in
the relevant Group company. Differences between these two amounts
represent temporary differences, for which deferred tax assets or deferred tax liabilities must be recognised regardless of when such differences reverse. The deferred taxes for the individual Group companies
are calculated using the local tax rates that are expected to be applied
when the deferral reverses. Deferred taxes assets and deferred tax liabilities are only netted if the taxes on income of the relevant company
are levied by the same tax authority.
Deferred tax assets on as yet unutilised tax loss carryforwards are
recognised only if it is likely that the losses in question will in future
be able to be set off against taxable profits. Deferred taxes are not
discounted.
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D. Distribution of profits
EUR m
Consolidated net profit after minority interests
Changes in reserves
Profit of parent company brought forward
Distributable profit of parent company

2007

2006

110.5
-101.1
0.1
9.5

85.1
-75.7
0.0
9.5

The Annual General Meeting of Steiermärkische Sparkasse will propose to pay to shareholders a dividend of EUR 1.24 per share
(2006: EUR 1.24 per share), or EUR 9,430,200.00 in total, and to carry forward the remaining retained profit under section 65(5)
Austrian Stock Corporation Act (AktG).

E. Changes in intangible assets, property, plant and equipment, and investment property
EUR m
Intangible assets
Goodwill
Customer lists
Other (primarily software)
Tangible assets
Land and buildings used by the Group
Office furniture and equipment, IT equipment and
sundry tangible assets
Investment property and other movable property 1)
Investment properties
Total

At cost Acquisition of Currency trans2006 subsidiaries (+)
lation (+/-)

Additions (+)

Disposals (-)

At cost
2007

53.9
0.0
0.0
53.9
194.4
87.4

22.5
16.5
6.0
0.1
3.4
2.6

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2.7
0.0
0.0
2.7
7.3
2.0

-4.1
0.0
0.0
-4.1
-11.2
-1.6

75.0
16.5
6.0
52.6
193.9
90.4

107.0
131.8
131.8
380.1

0.8
0.0
0.0
26.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

5.3
3.2
3.2
13.2

-9.7
-1.1
-1.1
-16.4

103.5
133.9
133.9
402.8

Currency Amortisation
translation
and
(+/-) depreciation (-)

Impairment
(+/-) 2)

Carrying
amounts
2007

Carrying
amounts
2006

1) Investment property and other movable property is reported under other assets.

EUR m
Intangible assets
Goodwill
Customer lists
Other (primarily software)
Tangible assets
Land and buildings used by the Group
Office furniture and equipment, IT equipment and
sundry tangible assets
Investment property and other movable property1
Investment property
Total

Accumulated
depreciation
(-)
-44.2
0.0
-0.6
-43.6
-117.7
-39.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-5.2
0.0
-0.6
-4.6
-10.8
-3.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

30.8
16.5
5.4
8.9
76.2
51.4

10.8
0.0
0.0
10.8
77.3
50.8

-78.7
-46.3
-46.3
-208.3

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-7.6
-3.1
-3.1
-19.0

0.0
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1

24.8
87.6
87.6
194.5

26.5
89.1
89.1
177.2

1) Investment property and other movable property is reported under other assets. 2) Impairment losses are included in other operating expense.

Goodwill at 31 December 2007 consists entirely of goodwill of EUR 16.5m.from ABS-Banka d.d.
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F. Segment reporting
External segment reporting follows internal management reporting and
reflects the structure of management decision-making and responsibility (the “management approach”, as described in IFRS 8).

Erste Bank a.d. Novi Sad in Serbia, and Banka Sparkasse d.d. in Slovenia. Steiermärkische has interests in other financial institutions in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia.

Steiermärkische Sparkasse Group has four reportable segments:
regions, corporates, international and other.

The “other” segment shows the earnings from all remaining sources,
including financial instruments, structural assets and liabilities, refinancing costs of investments, and non-recurring items, which are not
allocated to segments in order to ensure comparability.

Regions comprises all business with private customers and with commercial, small and medium-sized companies in Styria. The segment
also includes the interests in Sparkasse Hartberg-Vorau AG and Bankhaus Krentschker & Co AG.
Corporates comprises centrally managed large commercial enterprises, project financing and cooperative housing construction, together
with direct and indirect financing of IMMORENT project companies.
International consists principally of the interests in banking and financial institutions in South Eastern Europe. Steiermärkische Sparkasse
has interests in the following banks abroad: Erste und Steiermärkische
Bank d.d. in Croatia, ABS Banka d.d. in Bosnia and Herzegovina,

Results are calculated on the basis of contribution per business area.
Net interest income of the segments is calculated using the market
interest rate method, which splits the banking spread into two components, the net margin between customer business and the financial
markets, and the net margin between financial markets and money
at call. the former is allocated to the segments, the latter to other
activities. Administrative expense is apportioned to business areas
on a cost accounting basis (product costs, fixed distribution costs and
overheads. Segment information is in accordance with IFRS accounting and valuation principles.

Segments by core business activities
Regions
EUR m
Net interest income
Loan loss provisions
Net commissions income / net trading income
General administrative expenses
Income from financial assets
Other operating income
Profit before tax
Taxes on income
Profit before minority interests
Minority interests
Net profit after minority interests

Corporates
2007
2006

2007

2006

178.1
-32.7
85.5
-175.3
-1.7
0.0
54.0
-13.2
40.8
-0.5
40.3

165.6
-48.7
85.1
-171.6
5.3
-1.8
34.0
-7.3
26.7
-0.5
26.2

39.9
-9.3
11.6
-12.9
-4.7
-2.1
22.6
-5.6
17.0
0.0
17.0

EUR m

International
2007
2006

2007

2006

2007

2006

Net interest income
Loan loss provisions
Net commissions income / net trading income
General administrative expenses
Income from financial assets
Other operating income
Profit before tax
Taxes on income
Profit before minority interests
Minority interests
Net profit after minority interests

52.5
-1.3
4.7
-12.4
0.0
-0.5
42.9
-2.1
40.8
0.0
40.9

10.7
10.1
4.5
-6.2
-1.9
-0.8
16.4
-4.1
12.3
0.0
12.3

7.6
0.4
3.3
-6.7
-1.4
1.4
4.4
3.8
8.2
0.0
8.2

281.2
-33.1
106.2
-206.8
-8.3
-3.4
135.9
-24.9
110.9
-0.5
110.4

248.0
-53.6
99.1
-197.0
3.9
-2.6
97.8
-12.1
85.6
-0.5
85.1

36.3
-0.1
1.1
-5.9
0.0
-0.1
31.3
-1.5
29.8
0.0
29.8

Other

38.5
-5.1
9.5
-12.8
0.0
-2.0
28.1
-7.1
21.0
0.0
21.0

Total
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G) Details of investments at 31 December 2007
Equity and earnings data shown were generally calculated in accordance with IFRS and may therefore differ from amounts in the financial
statements of the individual companies prepared under national accounting standards, and from the presentation in segment reporting. The net
income shown is net profit or loss after tax but before changes in reserves. Direct and indirect holdings of more than 20% were as follows.

Share capital Net income
EUR m
EUR m Distribution1)

Company

Balance
Method of
sheet dateconsolidation2)

Company

Interest

Banks
ABS Banka d.d. Sarajevo; Sarajevo
Banka Sparkasse d.d.; Ljubljana
Bankhaus Krentschker & Co. Aktiengesellschaft; Graz
ERSTE BANK AD NOVI SAD; Novi Sad
Erste & Steiermärkische Banka d.d., Rijeka; Rijeka (Konzern)
Sparkasse Hartberg - Vorau Aktiengesellschaft; Hartberg

62.9%
26.0%
92.6%
26.0%
41.0%
100.0%

21.5
95.7
51.3
123.4
537.3
72.0

0.8
2.4
6.4
0.2
82.3
10.1

31.12.2007
31.12.2007
31.12.2007
31.12.2007
31.12.2007
X 31.12.2007

C
E
C
E
E
C

Financial institutions
AMICUS Immorent Kommunalleasing GmbH; Graz
Caldo Grundstücksverwertungsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Wien
DENAR Immorent GmbH; Wien
Diners Club Adriatic d.d.; Zagreb
Erste & Steiermärkische S-Leasing d.o.o.; Zagreb
GIROLEASING-Mobilienvermietungsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Graz
ILION-IMMORENT Grundverwertungsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Wien
IMMORENT ALFA leasing druzba, d.o.o.; Ljubljana
IMMORENT-ANDROMEDA Grundverwertungsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Wien
IMMORENT-APOLLO Grundverwertungsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Wien
IMMORENT BETA, leasing druzba, d.o.o.; Ljubljana
IMMORENT DELTA, leasing druzba, d.o.o.; Ljubljana
IMMORENT EPSILON, leasing druzba, d.o.o.; Ljubljana
IMMORENT GAMA, leasing druzba, d.o.o.; Ljubljana
IMMORENT-HATHOR Grundverwertungsgesellschaft m.b.H; Wien
IMMORENT-HUBI Grundverwertungsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Wien
IMMORENT-JURA Grundverwertungs- gesellschaft m.b.H.; Wien
IMMORENT leasing nepremicnin d.o.o.; Ljubljana
IMMORENT-RAFI Grundverwertungsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Wien
IMMORENT-RIO Grundverwertungsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Wien
Immorent-Süd Gesellschaft m.b.H.; Graz
Immorent-Süd Gesellschaft m.b.H., S - Leasing KG; Graz
IMMORENT-TRIAS Grundverwertungs- gesellschaft m.b.H.; Wien
Immorent Vitus GmbH; Wien
Ölim-Grundverwertungsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Graz
PONOS-Immorent Immobilienleasing GmbH; Graz

50.0%
25.0%
50.0%
41.0%
54.1%
50.0%
35.0%
33.3%
33.2%
25.0%
25.0%
33.3%
33.3%
33.3%
50.0%
25.0%
90.0%
25.0%
50.0%
60.0%
35.0%
42.9%
50.0%
50.0%
100.0%
50.0%

-0.2
0.0
-1.1
37.8
8.6
-0.2
-1.3
-0.3
-1.7
0.1
-0.1
0.0
1.4
-1.2
-1.5
0.9
0.2
-2.9
0.4
-0.5
-0.1
-3.7
0.2
0.0
-0.1
0.0

-0.2
0.0
-0.2
7.8
2.0
-0.2
-0.2
0.0
-0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
-0.1
-0.1
0.6
0.1
-0.1
0.3
-0.2
0.2
-0.4
0.0
0.0
-0.1
0.0

31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2007
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006

N
N
N
E
E
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
E
E
N
N
N
N

Financial institutions
RUTAR INTERNATIONAL trgovinska d.o.o.; Ljubljana
S IMMORENT ALFA d.o.o.; Zagreb
S IMMORENT BETA d.o.o.; Zagreb
S IMMORENT DELTA d.o.o.; Zagreb
S IMMORENT EPSILON d.o.o.; Zagreb
S IMMORENT ETA d.o.o.; Zagreb
S IMMORENT GAMMA d.o.o.; Zagreb
S IMMORENT LEASING JOTA d.o.o.; Zagreb
S-IMMORENT nepremicnine d.o.o.; Ljubljana
S IMMORENT THETA d.o.o.; Zagreb
S-LEASING DOO BEOGRAD; Beograd
"S-Leasing" doo Podgorica; Podgorica
S-Leasing d.o.o., Sarajevo; Sarajevo
SPARKASSEN LEASING druzba za financiranje d.o.o.; Ljubljana
S-RENT DOO BEOGRAD; Beograd
Theuthras-Immorent Grundverwertungsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Graz
Other
AWEKA-Kapitalverwaltungsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Graz
AWEKA-Beteiligungsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Wien
Bio Fernwärme Aflenz GmbH in Liqu.; Aflenz Kurort
BRS Büroreinigungsgesellschaft der Steiermärkischen Bank und
Sparkassen Aktiengesellschaft Gesellschaft m.b.H.; Graz
Beteiligungs-Vermögensverwaltungsund Treuhand-Gesellschaft m.b.H.; Graz
BVT Immobilien GmbH; Graz
CITY REAL Immobilienbeteiligungs- und Verwaltungsgesellschaft
mbH; Graz
CITY REAL Immobilienbeteiligungsund Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbH & Co KG; Graz
Die Steiermärkische Financno Posrednistvo d.o.o.; Maribor
Erste d.o.o.; Zagreb
Erz und Eisen Regional Entwicklungs GmbH; Eisenerz
Gründer- und Dienstleistungszentrum
Wirtschaftspark Bruck a. d. Mur Ges.m.b.H.; Bruck an der Mur
GWS Gemeinnützige Alpenländische Gesellschaft für Wohnungsbau
und Siedlungswesen m.b.H.; Graz (Konzern)
Kabel-TV Deutschlandsberg Gesellschaft m.b.H.; Deutschlandsberg
Kabel-TV Mittleres Mürztal GmbH; Kindberg
Kneipp- und Kurbetriebsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Aflenz Kurort
Kreco Realitäten Aktiengesellschaft; Wien

Interest

Share capital Net income
EUR m
EUR m Distribution1)

Balance
Method of
sheet dateconsolidation2)

25.0%
50.0%
50.0%
50.0%
50.0%
50.0%
50.0%
50.0%
33.3%
40.0%
50.0%
50.0%
96.3%
33.3%
50.0%
50.0%

1.8
0.1
0.1
-0.4
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.5
-0.5
0.3
3.2
-0.3
0.0
-1.3
-0.6
-0.3

0.3
-0.1
0.0
-0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
-0.2
-0.4
-0.1
-0.3
-0.6
-0.2

31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2007
31.12.2007
31.12.2007
31.12.2006
31.12.2007
31.12.2006

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
E
E
N
E
E
N

100.0%
92.6%
50.0%

3.9
5.5
0.2

0.5
0.0
0.0

31.12.2007
31.12.2006
30.06.2006

C
N
N

100.0%

0.0

0.0

X 31.12.2007

C

92.6%
92.6%

9.4
5.6

0.2
0.1

31.12.2006
31.12.2006

N
N

100.0%

-0.2

-0.2

31.12.2006

N

99.0%
100.0%
23.5%
26.0%

-5.2
0.2
6.3
0.1

-0.2
0.0
1.3
0.0

31.12.2006
31.12.2007
31.12.2006
31.12.2006

N
N
N
N

25.0%

0.7

0.0

31.12.2006

N

27.8%
32.7%
25.0%
21.4%
73.2%

30.2
0.3
0.7
-0.1
1.5

3.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0

31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006

N
N
N
N
N
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Company

Interest

Other
Krentschker vrijednosnice d.o.o.; Zagreb
LIEGESA Immobilienvermietung GmbH Nfg OHG; Graz
Natursee und Freizeitpark Wechselland GmbH & Co KG; Pinggau
PG-Liegenschaftsverwaltung GmbH; Graz
Realitas Grundverwertungsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Wien
Real-Service für steirische Sparkassen
Realitätenvermittlungs-Gesellschaft m.b.H.; Graz
RegioZ Regionale Zukunftsmanagement und Projektentwicklung
Ausseerland Salzkammergut GmbH; Bad Aussee
RTG Tiefgaragenerrichtungs und -vermietungs GmbH; Graz
Schauersberg Immobilien Gesellschaft m.b.H.; Graz
Seniorenresidenz "Am Steinberg" GmbH; Graz
"SIMM" Liegenschaftsverwertungsgesellschaft m.b.H.; Knittelfeld
Sparkasse Hartberg Verm. GmbH; Hartberg
SPK Immobilien- und Vermögensverwaltungs GmbH; Graz
St. Peter Büro- und Geschäftscenter GmbH; Graz
Steirischer Technologie und Wachstumsfonds Beteiligungen AG; Graz
Technologiezentrum Deutschlandsberg GmbH; Deutschlandsberg
Technologiezentrum Kapfenberg Vermietungs-GmbH; Kapfenberg
Weizer Energie-Innovations-Zentrum GmbH; Weiz
1)

Ergebnisabführungsvertrag mit der Steiermärkischen Bank und Sparkassen AG.

2)

Share capital Net income
EUR m
EUR m Distribution1)

Balance
Method of
sheet dateconsolidation2)

92.6%
100.0%
100.0%
25.1%
25.0%

0.1
-0.2
0.0
1.7
-9.1

-0.4
-0.3
0.0
0.0
-0.4

31.12.2006
31.12.2007
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006

N
C
N
N
N

45.8%

0.3

0.2

31.12.2006

N

20.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
50.0%
29.6%
29.0%
24.0%
24.0%

0.0
-0.2
2.7
-0.3
0.2
0.6
31.2
1.0
7.8
0.5
1.4
2.3

0.0
0.0
0.3
0.1
-0.2
0.0
0.8
0.1
-0.3
0.0
0.1
0.0

31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2007
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2006
30.09.2006

N
N
N
N
N
N
C
N
N
N
N
N

V = Vollkonsolidierung, E = Einbeziehung at-equity, A = nicht konsolidiert.

Graz, 5 March 2008

Management Board

Georg Bucher m.p.
Member of the Board

Gerhard Fabisch m.p.
Chairman of the Management Board

Franz Kerber m.p.
Member of the Board

The full audit of the consolidated financial statements by the Savings Banks Audit Association (Sparkassen-Prüfungsverband) resulted in an unqualified audit opinion. It is published on Steiermärkischen Sparkasse’s website, www.steiermaerkische.at, and will be registered in the Register
of Companies at the Provincial Court in Graz under the number FN 34274 d and published in the Official Gazette of the Wiener Zeitung.
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Branches and locations in Styria
Region Graz City
Rathaus
8010 Graz, Hauptplatz 1
05 0100 - 36010
Am Eisernen Tor
8010 Graz, Joanneumring 2 - 4
05 0100 - 36021
Region Graz nord/ost
Andritz
8045 Graz, Andritzer Reichsstr. 29
05 0100 - 36005
Geidorfplatz
8010 Graz, Heinrichstraße 1
05 0100 - 36006
Andritz-Maut
8010 Graz, Theodor-Körner-Str. 182
05 0100 - 36026
Glacis
8015 Graz, Glacisstraße 25
05 0100 - 36027
Ragnitz
8047 Graz, Ragnitzstraße 177
05 0100 - 36030
Kroisbach
8043 Graz, Mariatroster Straße 35
05 0100 - 36031
Merangasse
8010 Graz, Leonhardstraße 51
05 0100 - 36033
Grabenstraße
8010 Graz, Grabenstraße 48/50
05 0100 - 36034
Oberandritz
8045 Graz, Stattegger Straße 32
05 0100 - 36036
St. Radegund
8061 St. Radegund, Hauptstraße 20
05 0100 - 36053
Region Graz süd/ost
Dietrichsteinplatz
8010 Graz, Dietrichsteinplatz 15
05 0100 - 36002
Schönaugasse
8010 Graz, Schönaugasse 110
05 0100 - 36004
Kasernstraße
8041 Graz, Kasernstraße 99
05 0100 - 36009
Plüddemanngasse
8010 Graz, Plüddemanngasse 27
05 0100 - 36012
Liebenau
8041 Graz, Liebenauer Hauptstr. 2–6
05 0100 - 36023
St. Peter
8042 Graz, St. Peter Hauptstraße 23
05 0100 - 36028
Münzgraben
8010 Graz, Steyrergasse 39
05 0100 - 36032
Hausmannstätten
8071 Hausmannstätten, Marktplatz 4
05 0100 - 36054
Region Graz süd/west
Webling
8054 Graz, Straßganger Straße 382
05 0100 - 36008
Puntigam
8055 Graz, Triester Straße 375
05 0100 - 36017
City Park
8025Graz, Lazarettgürtel 55
05 0100 - 36024
Wetzelsdorf
8052 Graz, Straßganger Straße 195
05 0100 - 36029
Auf der Tändelwiese
8020 Graz, Auf der Tändelwiese 20
05 0100 - 36039
Feldkirchen
8073 Feldkirchen bei Graz,
Triester Straße 45
05 0100 - 36045
Flughafen Graz
8073 Feldkirchen bei Graz,
Flughafenstraße 51
05 0100 - 36055
Kalsdorf
8401 Kalsdorf, Hauptstraße 104
05 0100 - 36047
Lieboch
8501 Lieboch, Packer Straße 113
05 0100 - 36050

Unterpremstätten
8141 Unterpremstätten,
Hauptstraße 96
05 0100 - 36052
Hitzendorf
8151 Hitzendorf, Hitzendorf 63
05 0100 - 36057
Seiersberg
8054 Graz, Haushamer Straße 1
05 0100 - 36058
Region Graz nord/west
Europaplatz
8020 Graz, Bahnhofgürtel 83
05 0100 - 36001
Gösting
8051 Graz,
Anton Kleinoscheg-Straße 33
05 0100 - 36011
Eggenberg
8026 Graz, Eggenberger Allee 42
05 0100 - 36022
Lendplatz
8020 Graz, Lendplatz 20
05 0100 - 36025
Kalvariengürtel
8020 Graz, Kalvarienbergstraße 56
05 0100 - 36037
Annenstraße
8020 Graz, Annenstraße 25
05 0100 - 36040
Gratkorn
8101 Gratkorn, Brucker Straße 8
05 0100 - 36046
Peggau
8120 Peggau, Franz-Tieber-Platz 1
05 0100 - 36048
Frohnleiten
8130 Frohnleiten, Hauptplatz 14
05 0100 - 36049
Gratwein
8112 Gratwein, Bahnhofstraße 4
05 0100 - 36051
Judendorf
8111 Judendorf-Straßengel,
Hauptplatz 5
05 0100 - 36056
Region süd- u. weststeiermark
Stainz
8510 Stainz,
Erzherzog-Johann-Straße 1
05 0100 - 36059
St. Stefan ob Stainz
8511 St. Stefan ob Stainz,
St. Stefan ob Stainz 8
05 0100 - 36060
Lannach
8502 Lannach, Kaiserbergstraße 1
05 0100 - 36061
Bad Gams
8524 Bad Gams, Bad Gams 21
05 0100 - 36062
Deutschl. Frauentalerstr.
8530 Deutschlandsberg,
Frauentaler Straße 79
05 0100 - 36066
Deutschlandsberg
8530 Deutschlandsberg,
Hauptplatz 33
05 0100 - 36067
Groß St. Florian
8522 Groß St. Florian, Marktstr. 10A
05 0100 - 36068
Schwanberg
8541 Schwanberg, Hauptplatz 2
05 0100 - 36069
Eibiswald
8552 Eibiswald, Hauptplatz 16
05 0100 - 36070
Wies
8551 Wies, Unterer Markt 3
05 0100 - 36071
Mureck
8480 Mureck, Hauptplatz 2
05 0100 - 36075
St. Peter am Ottersbach
8093 St. Peter/Ottersbach,
Hauptstraße 27
05 0100 - 36076
Straden
8345 Straden, Wieden-Klausen 35
05 0100 - 36077
Leibnitz
8430 Leibnitz, Hauptplatz 22
05 0100 - 36100
Wagna
8435 Wagna, Marktplatz 6
05 0100 - 36102

Ehrenhausen
8461 Ehrenhausen, Ehrenhausen 48
05 0100 - 36103
Gleinstätten
8443 Gleinstätten, Gleinstätten 189
05 0100 - 36104
Straß-Vogau
8472 Straß-Vogau, Hauptstraße 2a
05 0100 - 36105
Kaindorf
8430 Kaindorf/Sulm, Grazer Str. 137
05 0100 - 36107
Bad Radkersburg
8490 Bad Radkersburg, Hauptplatz 8
05 0100 - 36110
Arnfels
8454 Arnfels, Sparkassenplatz 27
05 0100 - 36134
Leutschach
8463 Leutschach, Hauptplatz 1
05 0100 - 36135
Wildon
8410 Wildon, Unterer Markt 33
05 0100 - 36142
Heiligenkreuz
8081 Heiligenkreuz/Waasen,
Marktplatz 18
05 0100 - 36145
Region Oststeiermark
Sinabelkirchen
8261 Sinabelkirchen,
Untergroßau 182
05 0100 - 36116
Gleisdorf
8200 Gleisdorf, Sparkassenplatz 1
05 0100 - 36117
St. Margarethen
8321 St. Margarethen/R.,
St. Margarethen 25
05 0100 - 36118
Eggersdorf
8063 Eggersdorf, Tragbergstraße 2
05 0100 - 36119
Anger
8184 Anger, Anger 46a
05 0100 - 36120
Weiz-Süd
8160 Weiz, Gleisdorfer Straße 125
05 0100 - 36121
Weiz
8160 Weiz, Europa-Allee 1
05 0100 - 36125
Birkfeld
8190 Birkfeld, Gasenerstraße 1
05 0100 - 36126
Passail
8162 Passail, Hauptplatz 43
05 0100 - 36127
Weiz-Elin
8160 Weiz, Elingasse 3
05 0100 - 36128
Region Leoben-BruckKapfenberg
Bruck a.d. Mur
8600 Bruck a. d. Mur,
Dr.h.c. Theodor-Körner-Strasse 1
05 0100 - 36224
Kapfenberg-Altstadt
8605 Kapfenberg,
Koloman Wallisch-Platz 2
05 0100 - 36225
St. Marein i.M.
8641 St. Marein im Mürztal,
Hauptplatz 1
05 0100 - 36226
Kapfenberg-Schirmitzbühel
8605 Kapfenberg,
Hugo Wolf-Straße 1a
05 0100 - 36227
Kapfenberg-ECE
8605 Kapfenberg, Wienerstr. 35a
05 0100 - 36222
Leoben
8700 Leoben,
Erzherzog Johann Straße 13
05 0100 - 36240
Eisenerz
8790 Eisenerz,
Dr. Theodor Körner Platz 2
05 0100 - 36241
Trofaiach
8793 Trofaiach, Haupstraße 56
05 0100 - 36242
Mautern
8774 Mautern, Hauptplatz 9
05 0100 - 36243

Leoben-Donawitz
8700 Leoben-Donawitz,
Kerpelystraße 177
05 0100 - 36244
Göss
8700 Leoben, Turmgasse 7a
05 0100 - 36245
Region Mürztal & Hochschwab
Aflenz-Kurort
8623 Aflenz-Kurort,
Mariazellerstraße 48
05 0100 - 36063
Thörl
8621 Thörl, Palbersdorf 146
05 0100 - 36064
Turnau
8625 Turnau, Marktplatz 7
05 0100 - 36065
Kindberg
8650 Kindberg, Hauptstraße 20
05 0100 - 36083
Kindberg-Aumühl
8652 Aumühl, Alpinestraße 2
05 0100 - 36084
Krieglach
8670 Krieglach,
Erzherzog-Johann-Str. 1
05 0100 - 36085
Veitsch
8663 Veitsch, Untere Hauptstr. 11
05 0100 - 36086
Wartberg / Mitterdorf
8661 Wartberg, Dorfstraße 31
05 0100 - 36087
Mitterdorf
8662 Mitterdorf, Hauptplatz 10
05 0100 - 36187
Mariazell
8630 Mariazell, Grazer Straße 6
05 0100 - 36190
Gußwerk
8632 Gußwerk, Hauptstraße 33
05 0100 - 36191
Region OBERES MURTAL
Neumarkt
8820 Neumarkt, Hauptplatz 29
05 0100 - 36158
St. Lambrecht
8813 St. Lambrecht, Hauptstr. 45
05 0100 - 36159
Scheifling
8811 Scheifling, Marktplatz 7
05 0100 - 36161
Frojach/Katsch
8841 Frojach, 5
05 0100 - 36162
Murau
8850 Murau, Schillerplatz 4 - 6
05 0100 - 36166
Oberwölz
8832 Oberwölz, Stadt 35
05 0100 - 36167
St. Egidi
8850 Murau, Keltensiedlung 109
05 0100 - 36168
St. Peter am Kammersberg
8843 St. Peter am Kammersberg,
Nr. 84
05 0100 - 36169
Stadl
8862 Stadl/Mur, Stadl/Mur 118a
05 0100 - 36170
Knittelfeld
8720 Knittelfeld, Hauptplatz 7
05 0100 - 36257
Zeltweg-Hauptstraße
8740 Zeltweg, Hauptsraße 110
05 0100 - 36258
Spielberg
8724 Spielberg, Marktpassage 1
05 0100 - 36259
Knittelfeld-Gaalerstraße
8720 Knittelfeld, Gaaler Straße 51
05 0100 - 36260
Zeltweg-Bahnhofstraße
8740 Zeltweg, Bahnhofstraße 36
05 0100 - 36261
St. Michael
8770 St. Michael, Bundestraße 53b
05 0100 - 36262
St. Stefan ob Leoben
8713 St. Stefan, Kirchplatz 6
05 0100 - 36263
Fohnsdorf
8753 Fohnsdorf, Arena am Waldfeld 7
05 0100 - 36264

Knittelfeld-Parkstraße
8720 Knittelfeld, Parkstraße 29
05 0100 - 36268
Judenburg
8750 Judenburg, Frauengasse 2
05 0100 - 36269
Region Nordsteiermark
Irdning
8952 Irdning, Irdning 2
05 0100 - 36079
Donnersbachwald
8953 Donnersbachwald,
Donnersbachwald 85
05 0100 - 36179
Stainach
8950 Stainach, Hauptplatz 146
05 0100 - 36080
Aigen
8943 Aigen, Aigen 4
05 0100 - 36081
St. Gallen
8933 St. Gallen, Markt 48
05 0100 - 36090
Liezen
8940 Liezen, Hauptstraße 14
05 0100 - 36091
Admont
8911 Admont, Dr. Genger Platz 536
05 0100 - 36092
Rottenmann
8786 Rottenmann, Hauptstraße 56
05 0100 - 36093
Trieben
8784 Trieben,
Triebener Bundesstraße 4
05 0100 - 36094
Schladming
8970 Schladming, Hauptplatz13
05 0100 - 36174
Gröbming
8962 Gröbming, Hauptstraße 375
05 0100 - 36175
Haus im Ennstal
8967 Haus, Marktstraße 30
05 0100 - 36176
Ramsau am Dachstein
8972 Ramsau, Ramsau - Ort Nr. 207
05 0100 - 36177
Öblarn
8960 Öblarn, Öblarn Nr. 33
05 0100 - 36178
Bad Aussee
8990 Bad Aussee, Bahnhofstr. 95
05 0100 - 36216
Altaussee
8992 Altaussee, Altaussee 117
05 0100 - 36217
Bad Mitterndorf
8983 Bad Mitterndorf,
Bad Mitterndorf 348
05 0100 - 36218
ATM LOCATIONS
Hauptplatz
8010 Graz, Hauptplatz 17
s BeratungsCenter
8010 Graz, Am Sparkassenplatz 4
Kaiser-Josef-Platz
8010 Graz, Glacisstraße 69 / KaiserJosef-Platz
Stadthalle
8010 Graz, Messeplatz 1
IKEA
8054 Graz, Weblingergürtel 31
Shopping-Nord
8051 Graz, Wienerstraße 333
Werndorf
8402 Werndorf, Bundesstraße 138
Halbenrain
8492 Halbenrain, Halbenrain 32
Birkfeld-Hauptplatz
8190 Birkfeld, Hauptplatz 13
Mitterbach/St. Sebastian
3224 St. Sebastian, Bundesstr. 77
EKZ Leoben
8700 Leoben,
Leoben City Shopping, Hauptplatz 19
SB Fohnsdorf Arena
8753 Fohnsdorf,
Arena am Waldfeld 18
SB FMZ St. Lorenzen
8642 St. Lorenzen im Mürztal,
Dr. Reinhard Machold-Straße 6-13
SB Planneralm
8953 Donnersbach,
Planneralm 32

